Practical guide

Global
P
 artnerships
Cultural Youth Exchanges between
North and South

We are all part of a global community. The great
problems of our time can only be understood and,
hopefully, solved through global cooperation. By
experiencing an encounter in countries of the Global
South or the Global North and meeting their peers face
to face, young people become more aware of global
contexts. Exchanges based on artistic and creative
activities are an effective way to explore development
issues in an inspiring setting and contribute to global
awareness – to a global citizenship – among young
people. The German Federation for Arts Education and
Cultural Learning (BKJ) advises and supports cultural
education organisations from Germany that wish to
develop youth exchanges together with partners from
the Global South.
Between 2017 and 2020, this work falls within the
scope of the project jugend.kultur.austausch global
(global youth.culture.exchange) where we provide
information and advice on financing international
exchanges through the weltwärts exchanges fund of
the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and
Development (BMZ) and, at the same time, encourage
cultural education practitioners to explore sustainability issues. One of the core findings of the project
is that successful youth exchanges are based on fair,
solid and stable partnerships with counterparts from
countries in the Global South. This practical guide
builds on these and other findings.
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This practical guide is based on the three necessary steps to organise international youth exchanges, from initial ideas and the
discussion of educational concepts in chapter 1, actual planning
and implementation in chapter 2 to the long-term consolidation of international partnerships and sustainable practices in
chapter 3. It is not meant to be a set of instructions that have to
be followed step by step; readers can start at any point in the
material.
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Introduction

How can we establish and practise fair partnerships between cultural
education practitioners from North and South in the face of undeniably
unfair global conditions and the persistent effects of post-colonial structures?
How can we organise youth exchanges within the framework of these
partnerships to enable young people to explore development issues in
depth and to benefit from global education and informed transcultural
experiences?
These are two central questions that the German Association for Arts
Education and Cultural Learning (BKJ) has been asked again and again at
many advisory meetings and other events. This practical guide therefore
focuses on these issues.
Over the last four years, the BKJ team has helped many cultural education
practitioners from Germany organise youth exchange projects with
partners from the Global South, funded by weltwärts exchanges. This
practice-oriented guidance is largely based on the experiences and the
findings of these advisory and qualification activities. We attach great
importance to representing the diversity of international partnership
formats and the wide range of ideas for international youth exchanges
and to including the views of practitioners and young people from the
Global South and the Global North. This practical guide also takes a close
look at what cultural education concepts and practices can contribute to
successful development education and global learning – and why international exchanges are an interesting proposition especially for cultural
education practitioners.
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Note: In 2021 the funding programme weltwärts exchanges
has been conceptually revised and renamed “Teams up! Youth
Exchange for Sustainable Development”. Therefore, we are using
the new name in its short form Teams up! in this translation of the
original German version of this practical guide. Only in the passages that refer to weltwärts exchanges that have already taken
place do we use the former name.

Without wishing to trivialise the difficulties and efforts involved in organising exchange projects across continents, this practical guide is also
intended to motivate cultural education practitioners and youth workers
to embark on an exciting international youth exchange and establish fair,
participatory and stable partnerships with counterparts from countries in
the Global South and in the Global North respectively. This can be a highly fruitful path for anyone wishing to join the debates on development
contexts or seeking a connection between cultural and development
education.
This practical guide is primarily aimed at full-time and voluntary cultural
education practitioners and their colleagues working in closely related
areas, such as international youth work and development education. We
particularly want to reach out to practitioners who have only just begun
to explore the potential of international and development-related youth
work and provide them with the necessary basic knowledge. This guide
is also useful for experienced professionals working at local, regional or
national level who wish to broaden their understanding of individual aspects of international youth work and find out more about backgrounds,
concepts and contexts.
I hope you will find this material inspiring and useful.
Prof. Susanne Keuchel
Chair of the German Federation for Arts Education and Cultural Learning (BKJ)

Introduction
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Chapter 1

Ideas, educational
approaches and
development context

What drives cultural education practitioners to
organise youth exchanges across continents?
This chapter deals with ideas and motivations as
well as the demands and expectations of these
projects. It also makes in-depth references to
the relevant professional and political sources in
the context of international (cultural) youth work,
development education and the 2030 Agenda.

1.1
1.2
1.3

International exchanges: ideas, motivations and aims
Cultural education and international youth exchanges
Development policy as a basis for development education
and global learning

20

 ools: Cultural education and global learning:
T
similarities and differences

24

Ideas, educational approaches and development context

6
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1.1 International exchanges:
ideas, motivations and aims

The impressions that participants gain from
personally encountering a different culture, a
different way of life and a different mentality will
be invaluable and character-building in many
ways.
Tanja Jäckel, weltwärts exchanges organiser from Germany

Young people from the Global North and the Global South make a film that explores sustainable pineapple cultivation in Uganda and the “fair” sale of the fruit
in Germany. Young people from Tanzania and Germany use the artistic means
of Urban Arts to discuss the issue of inequality. Participants from Germany and
Mexico highlight the importance of clean water through dance, music and underwater photography; they literally dive into the subject.
These project ideas for international youth exchanges within cultural education
were developed by partners from North and South who were inspired by a specific topic and decided to examine it together.
Anyone planning an international youth exchange usually knows that they are
embarking on an adventure with many unknowns, whether in the Global North or
the Global South. There is no question that such projects differ considerably from
the usual everyday work in the youth and cultural sectors. The implementation
of these activities often requires plenty of commitment on top of the “day-to-day
business”. There are no organisations that exclusively focus on international
youth exchanges as their core business, especially in the field of cultural education, nor are there any standard formats for these exchanges.
The initial situation, project priorities and expectations before entering into an
international exchange can vary greatly between the organisations and young
people involved and between North and South. The range includes small and
large associations with varying financial resources, with and without international experience as well as grassroot initiatives and major organisations. These
bodies are either professionally organised or rely on volunteers, based in urban
or rural areas, focus on inclusion-oriented, social or artistic subjects and work
with fixed groups or keep recruiting new participants. In addition to a wide range
of organisations, there is an even wider range of project ideas; the above are just
a very small example. Young people also have very different personal motives
for participating in youth exchanges. Their motives often coincide with the aims
of the organisation or the general concerns of international youth work. Other
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motives may relate to problems caused by colonisation and globalisation and the
wish to alleviate them, for instance, by eliminating discrimination or by inspiring
participants to think globally and get involved in politics and development issues.
Most organisation representatives say that the crucial motivating factor that
got them into international cultural youth work was the desire to enable young
people to gain learning and life experience through international youth exchanges that are exciting and intense, and of high quality in terms of organisation,
methodology and content. A major objective in the area of non-formal education
is to contribute to young people’s personal development and to broaden their
horizons through new perspectives and encounters with young people who are –
at least geographically – far away.
One of the important goals of international exchanges is to encourage young
people to move out of their comfort zone and face borders and limitations (e.g.
visa and language issues), gain experience of foreign cultures and see points of
conflict. International exchanges also offer many practitioners the possibility to
use an unusual setting as a new education and experience space.
Associations that want to appeal to new young target groups through youth
exchanges should take the expectations of the (potential) young participants on
board, for example, by incorporating their specific interests and living conditions
in the planned project. For most young people, the main attraction of youth
exchanges is getting to know other countries, meeting other young people and
expressing their creativity in a safe environment. Participants from the Global
South are often also motivated by gaining access to the global community or by
enhancing their own skills and career prospects through one of these projects.

1.1 International exchanges: ideas, motivations and aims
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There is no doubt that new experiences and a
yearning for adventure are what excites many
young people […], this means that taking part
in an exchange is a long-awaited and profound
experience for many of them.
Bernardo Sánchez Lapuente,
weltwärts exchanges organiser from Mexico

Following on from the project ideas mentioned above, another major motivating
factor among young people, besides their preference for a specific form of art,
is their interest in specific political and global issues. This is usually one of the
points where the motivations of the young people (curiosity, thirst for knowledge
and, perhaps, the will to act) and of the relevant organisation (interesting and
relevant educational programmes, global and social objectives) intersect. Environmental and climate protection is a current example of this but there are other
global challenges that are relevant in this context, such as the ones outlined in
Learn more about
the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) or those
the SDGs on p. 18
generally applicable to development education and global learning.
and p. 35. For the

International exchanges
enable young people to
build lasting friendships.
They offer them opportunities to grow professionally
and learn new skills and give
them the chance to find out
more about the lives of their
global counterparts.
Faudhia Zando, weltwärts exchanges organiser from Tanzania

concept of global
learning see p. 17.

Apart from the right ideas, motivations and objectives, there is another
major factor that needs to be considered before organising a joint
exchange project between partners from the North and South. The funding
models must fit the organisations and their capacities in terms of effort, concept
and funding amount.

However, the most important prerequisite for global activities is finding suitable
partner organisations across continents with which there are sufficient overlap
with regard to motivations, thematic interests and artistic approaches. Admittedly, the different expectations of the two sides will never coincide fully. To ensure
that collaborations are built on solid foundations, it is important to be transparent
and open with each other from the outset and check whether the other side
How to find partners?
shares the same expectations of the project or international partnerRead more from p. 41.
ship or can at least support and respect them.
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A chance for young people in Ghana?
Johnson Kefome, Theatre for Social Change (TfSC), Ghana. TfSC has been the Ghanaian partner of the Federal Association of Drama and Theatre (BAG Spiel & Theater) in Germany for many years.

International youth exchanges have proven to be an incredible learning curve
for young people across the globe for many years. They are exposed to different cultures and, especially in the Global South, inspired by the opportunities
available to young people in the Global North. With their non-formal approach
to learning, exchange programmes employ a variety of methods that allow
young people to share their views on topical global issues, learn from each
other in a casual environment and take action.
As a social worker working with young people in Ghana, I learnt that they
dream of improving their lives and contributing to the development of their
communities. However, many of the young people do not have the opportunity to explore their dreams and potential for lack of a supportive and safe environment. They see themselves forced to enter into a lifestyle that impedes
their development. My experience of international youth exchanges is that
they provide a supportive environment and the relevant resources to allow
young people to continue to fulfil their dreams.
International exchanges and cultural education can help young people
to better understand the world they live in with regard to different systems
and cultures and contribute to a tolerant and sustainable world that speaks
the language of possibility. Exchange programmes offer them the chance to

SDG topics on environmental and climate protection
are very important to young
people. By adding the Global
South’s perspective of the
SDGs, you will end up with
many exciting discussions
and intense debates about
global contexts.
Susanne Rehm, weltwärts exchanges organiser from Germany

share knowledge, be creative together, innovate and take responsibility. They
also contribute to peace and intercultural understanding. International exchanges are an integral part of global development. The fundamental challenge is that young people in Ghana need to be supported financially and given help with the restrictive visa procedures of the Global North.

Book
International youth exchanges, global learning and cultural education.
A chance for young people in Ghana: Article by Johnson Kefome (2020).
www.bkj.nu/kefome
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1.2 Cultural education
and international youth
exchanges

Artistic-creative international youth exchanges bring cultural education of young
people and international youth work together. Both sectors aim to help children
and adolescents develop strong and socially competent personalities through
integrated learning and educational experiences. Shared artistic interests are a
key element of international exchanges that unites the different groups. A joint
artistic process also promotes mutual understanding that goes well beyond
language.
Changes of perspective are an important part of cultural education and international youth work. Cultural work and aesthetic experiences offer a chance to
look at the world from different angles, while exchanges between groups from
different countries also add the perspectives of young people who lead very
different lives.
Other important principles of the two educational approaches are:

Self-education and self-directed learning
Allowing young people to get involved in planning their learning experiences and
realising them according to their needs makes for effective learning and knowledge acquisition processes. The key priorities are participation and codetermination in choosing topics, concepts or artistic processes for cultural education
projects or youth exchanges. Unplanned experiences (especially abroad) can
also be part of self-education.
Focussing on strengths and interests
Young people are particularly interested in issues and subjects that really move
them or affect their lives. This makes them an important reference point when
planning projects or exchanges. Focussing on strengths means that young people are able to explore these issues by using forms of cultural expression and artistic means that they are familiar with. This is based on an educational approach
that does not seek out what young people cannot do but instead emphasises
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existing skills and strengths. It is also essential that the young people are able to
decide freely whether they wish to participate.

A diversity-oriented attitude
A diversity-oriented attitude, that is, the appreciation that each person is different, is fundamental to both cultural education and international youth work. A
diversity-aware educational approach plays an important role in overcoming
binarism, prejudices and clichés especially in international youth exchanges
focussed on artistic collaboration. The complex transcultural
Read more about the
transcultural situation in
situation of international exchanges can also contribute to a better
an international exchange
from p. 35.
understanding of and attitude towards diversity.

Book
Making good practice. How to recognise good offers of cultural education.
Principles of cultural youth work. BKJ (2020). www.bkj.nu/goodpractice

Cultural education: a German concept and the
g
 lobal perspective
Cultural education has gained significantly greater acceptance in Germany since
the turn of the millennium. A cultural education concept whose aim is personal
development with and through the arts – based on a very broad interpretation of
that term – has become widely used in Germany. If we take seriously the German
meaning of the term Bildung, which is so difficult to convey in other languages,
then cultural education (in German: Kulturelle Bildung) is first and foremost
self-education and personal development that serves no other higher purposes
however useful they may be. Cultural education in this sense is primarily aimed
at ensuring that all young people grow up successfully and are able to find and
co-shape their own path through education and life within their community. To
encourage this, cultural education builds on the strengths that lie in every one
of us. Giving young people the means to discover and use their own talents and
gifts even in difficult life situations is an important objective of most arts education and cultural learning projects in Germany, including international youth
exchanges with German participation.
This is where collaborations with foreign partners, especially partners from the
Global South, become exciting for everyone involved. Very few countries have
the necessary educational infrastructure consisting of out-of-school premises
and programmes through which an equivalent interpretation of cultural educa-

1.2 Cultural education and international youth exchanges
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tion understood as ‘education through the arts’ could become established. In
most countries, cultural education is reduced to ‘education in the arts’ and consists of teaching different arts disciplines as school subjects such as music and
fine arts. State education systems usually have very different educational goals
compared to the goals of self-education described above.
There is also the clash between two often completely different concepts of arts
and culture that emerge in exchanges with partners from the Global South. In
Germany, this concept has a very western outlook and is often limited to specific
art forms and just a few areas of life whereas in many countries in the Global
South, it is defined much more broadly. These are among the issues that cultural
education professionals in Germany should be aware of before initiating international cultural youth exchanges.

arrow-circle-right Adopting a new, broad and global
perspective on one’s own work and on the
definitions of arts and culture is an important
step towards overcoming Eurocentric and
post-colonial perspectives not least in the
area of one’s own cultural work.

Global learning through cultural education
Global youth exchanges, in other words, meetings between groups of young
people from a country in the Global North and a country in the Global South, can
be a big and sometimes daunting challenge for the participants. The resulting
completely unfamiliar life and exchange situations can trigger countless learning
and education processes because we learn the most, and most quickly, when
we find ourselves in unusual situations. Everything that is known, familiar, well
organised and comforting is called into question and has to be renegotiated and
rearranged in the common way.
Artistic-creative group activities can inspire and motivate young people to
explore highly complex issues by allowing them to try out multi-layered and
diverse forms of exploration and interpretation and even develop their own. In international cultural youth exchanges, these activities are carried out with the full
participation of young people who often have a very different understanding of
arts and culture and very different experiences and views of the topics discussed.
Joint artistic processes rely on genuine interaction and perhaps also the ability to
deal with and settle conflicts in order to arrive at a collective artistic statement,
a performance, a presentation or new insights into one’s own and society’s
attitudes. Exchange projects with young people from the Global South and North
can make a very valuable contribution to experiencing and understanding subjects such as sustainability issues in all their complexity and intricacy in real-life
situations.
In contrast to school education or vocational training, knowledge transfer in particular by traditional and sometimes unpopular teaching methods do not initially
appear to be the primary aim of an exchange situation even though knowledge
gain is an inevitable part of the shared artistic process. Without conducting any
kind of research on the agreed subject in the two countries involved, the partner
groups would not have sufficient material to develop their own positions and give
them joint artistic expression during the exchange.
Participants from partner countries with different cultural backgrounds, levels of
knowledge and experience not only have to discuss the content of the exchange
but also have to explain their own everyday behaviour and deal with completely
different perspectives. The many forms of artistic expression give them the opportunity to present their different perspectives and their collectively developed
standpoints, visions for the future and social demands on the stage, in an exhibition or in a film and then put them up for discussion even if they feel insecure
about open debates or lack the relevant experience.
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While the (educational) quality of a cultural youth exchange should not be
measured in terms of the artistic output, the performance/presentation-based
approach of cultural education is an important motivating factor for the participants. It also significantly broadens the traditional, cognitive approach to knowledge transfer. Participants have to negotiate compromises in different languages
and by using their hands and feet during the exchanges because they share a
common goal and want and need to communicate to achieve it.

Global learning and education for sustainable development
The approach employed in “global learning” (Globales Lernen)
emerged from the development education practice of many non-governmental organisations. Global learning deals with sustainable development in a global context, the fair distribution of global resources
and the correlations between global and local action (cf. Schreiber 2012).
There is no universal definition of global learning; the term is often used synonymously with education for sustainable development

arrow-circle-right Practical artistic collaborations based

(ESD). This is an overarching educational concept in which different
educational approaches relating to sustainability in terms of sustainable global development converge. While ESD is rooted in environ-

on – sometimes unsettling – exchange and life

mental education, global learning as part of development education

experiences gained by the participants and

common is that they combine and teach all the relevant aspects of

on the facts and information they themselves
researched can be far more valuable than
many well-intentioned attempts at teaching
complex content through a cognitive process.

focuses on issues of global justice. What the two concepts have in
the ecological, economic, social and political/institutional dimensions of sustainable development.
The didactic approach of global learning is based on a three-step
process: identify, evaluate, act. Each problem that stands in the way
of sustainable development is first analysed to identify its causes before being categorised and related to ones’ own actions. This relies
on conveying complex phenomena and structures in a simple manner,
enabling people to form an opinion towards them and, if necessary,
translating them into everyday behaviour. Common products, such
as chocolate, jeans, mobile phones, etc. are often cited as examples.
Their trade and supply chains are examined and put in the context of
global (in)justice and one’s own life.
Global learning primarily focuses on acquiring skills for dealing
with global complexities and on imparting the ability to shape a sustainable society (cf. Asbrand/Mertens 2012 and Krämer 2008). The methodological implementation of global learning is often said to involve learning with your head, heart and hands. The idea therefore is to examine
a subject and its global context objectively, to be guided by the values of shared global responsibility and to identify one’s own possible
courses of action. One of the guiding principles of global learning is
‘think globally, act locally’.
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The Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were adopted by the United Nations in 2015 under the heading ‘Transforming our World: The
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development’ as a key element of the
2030 Agenda. They are seen as a progression from the eight Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), which were agreed in 2000 and were
applied until 2015, especially to the field of development cooperation.
The 17 goals and 169 targets in the 2030 Agenda break down the objectives that need to be achieved for global sustainable development
by 2030 on the basis of specific indicators. They relate to the improvement of personal living conditions, sustainable management of
the environment, a sustainable economy and good governance both
at local and global level. The SDGs are meant to provide an exhaustive description of the major challenges of sustainable global development and be a guideline for international structural policy and its
translation into national policies.
The fact that the 2030 Agenda makes no distinction between “developing” and “industrial countries” represents a major step change.
While retaining conventional developmental approaches, its goals apply to countries in the Global North as much as to countries in the
Global South. The basic idea is that all countries have development
potential and have to take responsibility for a sustainable world. They
all have a duty to achieve these goals within the realm of their abilities and within the given contexts. Some of the criticisms of the SDGs
are that they are declarations of intent without legal force, partly contradict each other and that as global guidelines they do not take adequate account of local conditions, scope for action or stakeholders
that are particularly relevant to sustainable development. The African
Union agreed the ‘Agenda 2063 – The Africa We Want’ for the continent of Africa as an alternative to the 2030 Agenda.

Book
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
and the 17 Goals for Sustainable Development:
https://sdgs.un.org/2030agenda
Agenda 2063 – The Africa We Want:
www.un.org/en/africa/osaa/pdf/au/agenda2063.pdf
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1.3 Development policy as a
basis for development education
and global learning

International youth exchanges with countries in the Global South contribute to
a specific and very effective form of global learning that may be termed “international global learning”. The direct confrontation with sustainability issues (e.g.
one of the SDGs) on the ground, including in Germany, can produce new educational situations that almost automatically open up the different perspectives of
the Global North and the Global South on the issue being examined and create
room for comparison.
To maintain the quality of development education, for example, through “international global learning”, it is essential that it can be placed in its developmental
context. Development education has two major points of reference: the specific
current development policies in each country, including measures for their implementation (including the “development cooperation” of Germany with other
countries) on the one hand and the overarching concept of sustainable action on
the other.

Development policy
Strictly speaking, development policy consists of the measures and resources
that are used by practitioners in the Global North and the Global South with the
aim of improving the livelihoods of populations mostly in the poorer countries in
Africa, Asia, Latin America and Oceania, which are often referred to as ‘developing countries’ (cf. Rauch 2009: 12). It is based on the concept of sustainability, in
other words, the idea of shaping the necessary change processes in a way that
satisfies the basic needs of future generations through the preservation of – primarily natural – living conditions (cf. Rauch 2009: 35).
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The changes required for development must be made by the “developing countries” as much as by the richer countries – the “industrial countries” or the Global
North (cf. Rauch: 109). Besides actual development measures on the ground in
“poorer countries”, the “rich countries” must also do their best to contribute to
development in the sense above. If they want to play their part in creating a fairer
relationship between north and south, they have to orient their own policies
towards development and change the global frameworks that currently impede
development. They also have to follow a path of sustainable development themselves, especially in the case of globally relevant developments, such as climate
change, environmental protection and the use of resources. From this perspective, “developing countries” and “industrial countries” face these development
problems to an equal extent. Both aspects, i.e. specific local challenges in “developing countries” and the global perspective, make up the core of development
learning.
Although richer countries are by no means immune to undesirable developments
and have to address their own shortcomings when it comes to supporting poorer
communities with regard to education, health systems or gender equality, development work in the narrower sense does not refer to the remediation of these
issues.
The United Nations’ 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are currently
considered the most important worldwide reference framework for development
policy. They are a very general representation of most, but not all, of the goals
that are relevant to sustainable global development, defined by certain indicators. They represent a guideline for current (development) policy and global
governance. As a top-down approach, they tend to start at the highest level and
place the main responsibility for breaking down the SDGs on the shoulders of
national governments and their national policies and measures. SDGs and their
often purely quantitative indicators are not very context-specific and often do
not really reflect the complexities of specific local conditions that are relevant
to development. They are therefore not a “checklist” that merely needs to be
ticked to improve development processes and they are not aimed at individuals
except in the broadest sense. However, they do cover a wide range of important
development issues. This makes them useful reference points for development
education, which, in contrast, is aimed directly at individuals.

1.3 Development policy as a basis for development education and global learning
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Target groups in development education
Development education addresses various target groups with different educational goals that must be clearly separated from each other for focussed education work. A basic distinction should be made between development education
for those directly involved in development measures (experts, those affected,
etc.) and development education aimed at the wider public and especially at
children and young people. While the former mentioned tends to focus on the
transfer of expert knowledge, the latter mentioned aims to raise awareness of
development policy and global contexts in a largely accessible and all-encompassing manner or, to put it in another way, intends to mainstream the issue of
sustainable development. Development education in Germany is mostly concerned with the latter. In international youth exchanges, this “traditional” target
group also includes participants from the Global South who may have completely
different reasons for being interested in sustainability issues and very different
expectations of global learning, all of which will have to be taken into account.
There are generally five potentially overlapping target groups in development
education. Global learning and youth education mainly focus on the first two.

1. Society as a whole, especially children and young people
The aim here is to motivate this target group to explore sustainable development
issues for the first time through the concept of global learning and so create a
basic understanding of development policy, preferably from different angles. The
participants can build on this to develop a personal attitude (towards development) that then forms the basis for incorporating reflections on global justice and
sustainable development into their own thinking and acting and relating them to
their own lives. Development education for a broad target group generally starts
with highlighting areas where development policy and the participants’ own lives
intersect and raising awareness of these connections. Essentially, this is about
the foundations of sustainable thinking and acting.
2. People who are already involved and interested in the subject
This group can be addressed through a combination of global learning and the
transfer of expert knowledge. The aim for this target group in terms of development policy is to encourage participants to engage even more in (development
and) political thinking and (development and) political activity, so that they as a
“critical public” can initiate change processes in their own countries towards even
more development-oriented policies. Another relevant aspect in this context is
creating the basis for critical evaluations of development policy or development
cooperation and identifying reference points for political involvement (and
commitment), in other words, the empowerment to change general conditions
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or to demand these changes. The best way to achieve this is to base the relevant
education programmes on the topics that interest the specific target group. This
is primarily about the connection with political involvement.

3. Professionals such as politicians, teachers, trainers, multipliers and lobbyists
This target group encompasses professionals and experts from any field that
deals with development issues, e.g. from the world of politics, the educational
sector or from the section of civil society that is involved in development
policy. Using (specialist and practical) knowledge and up-to-date information,
development education for this target group aims to contribute to a nuanced
assessment of development policy, to a dialogue between the critical public and
development experts and to education and public relations that are as realistic as
possible. Since development policy is a ‘highly complex context’, its ‘complexity
has to be made manageable […] for this target group to enable “makers” to act
appropriately and critical observers to judge appropriately’ (Rauch 2009: 17).
4. Non-professional stakeholders
This refers to all those that are to be involved or wish to be involved in development measures at local level and who through skills development and empowerment are to be enabled or enable themselves to improve their own situation by
using existing scope of action.
5. Experts in development work and development cooperation
This group is qualified through professional training, the transfer of specialist
knowledge and practical experience in North and South.

arrow-circle-right Global learning that is perfectly tailored
to the specific target group promotes global
awareness and an attitude that can lead to
political commitment and sustainable action.
This is its potential for development work.

1.3 Development policy as a basis for development education and global learning
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Tools

Cultural education and global learning:
similarities and differences

International
cultural education

Global
learning

Reference points in terms of
international cultural education

• Knowledge transfer relating to

• Incorporating sustainability issues in

Learning/educational goals
Content

International
cultural education

Global
learning

Reference points in terms of
international cultural education

Basic understanding / educational principle
• Non-formal education

• Non-formal and formal education

• Artistic process and aesthetic-artistic

• Different educational approaches

experience as key elements of deal-

relating to sustainability and issues

ing with the world and transcultural

of global development

contexts in a learning, active and

• Focussing on attitude shifts

transformative manner

• Three-step process consisting of

• Starting points: exchanges between

• Finding common innovative
methods and formats

sustainability issues (= raising

with and within the arts

awareness of the subject)

context (empowerment to) change

• Focus on “taking action” with
regard to sustainability

and h
 olistic experiences

young people from different

values and a framework of action

perspectives on a subject

countries and collective artistic work

(‘head, heart and hands’)
• Fixed method sets and critical

Skills
• Personal development, e.g. through
acquiring personal and social skills

• Competency to shape the future:

• Checking which shaping skills of

skills and behaviour relating to

global learning are suitable educa-

• Broadening horizons

sustainable action (locally and in a

tional goals for cultural education,

• Diversity awareness and

global context) and the co-shaping

particularly with regard to the

of a sustainable society

empowerment for sustainable action

• Professional-methodical skills in

projects

of participants from North and South,

appropriate

transcultural skills

discussions on (model) development

ers, discussions on the perspectives

are relevant to the subject, etc. as

with a wide variety of incentives
• Applying certain methods of

(open-ended) artistic processes
• Research, interviews with stakehold-

expert inputs, visits to places that

perspectives on a specific issue

• Creating a new learning culture

global learning to unlock further

and involved social commitment

the relevant artistic field(s)

Topics and content

Attitudes

Selection of topics
• Interest-based: open to all topics,

by exploring a subject independently
• Especially in an international

knowledge transfer, teaching of

on a given subject

• (Empowerment for) self-education

• Help with forming attitudes by
• Based on sustainability issues,

• Basic openness to dealing with

• Transfer of values and attitudes:

• Creating adequate space for

strengthening the perceptive faculty

developing the ability to judge

reflection on and openness to values

especially those that are relevant to

especially in global contexts (e.g.

sustainability issues and raising

required for analysing complex social

through a three-step process of

that influence sustainable action and

the young people

SDGs), and on questions about

awareness of them, provided that

contexts, the ability to judge and a

‘identify, evaluate and act’ with

the various global perspectives that

correlations between global and

sufficient participation is possible and

sense of responsibility

regard to problems and behaviour

local action

interests are taken into account
• Steering the curiosity and thirst for

that stand in the way of sustainable
(global) development

relate to them
• incorporating sustainable action in
the implementation of the exchange
project (in a participatory manner)

knowledge of the participants towards sustainability issues and global
contexts

Real-life relevance
• Incorporating (social and political)

• Reference to individual levels of

• Creating correlations between

issues that currently concern young

action (= stronger sustainable action

sustainability issues and everyday

people and that are relevant to their

in one’s own environment)

lives and stimulating interest in the

lives in Germany and in the partner
country

• Placing one’s own actions in a
global context

general context
• Exchanges allow participants to
discover northern and southern
perspectives on globally relevant sustainability issues and their connection
with everyday experiences
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The educational approaches of international cultural education
and of global learning have a lot in common but there are also
a number of differences. The table represents this along the
levels of basic understanding, topics and content, and learning
and educational goals. This overview can be used by cultural
education professionals working on the international stage
to identify and classify aspects of global learning in their own
practice. Where the aim is to explore sustainability issues more
deeply in order to bring them closer to the relevant young
target group, this overview may also inspire to expand already
existing reference points for global learning in one’s own work.

1.3 Development policy as a basis for development education and global learning
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International Exchange

What moves young people in South Africa?

Funds for the mobility of young people are very hard to access, and there are

Yvette Hardie, ASSITEJ South Africa

the added issues of restrictive visa regimes and the lack of capacity of many
South African youth face stark re-

SA organisations to provide ongoing support to young people on their return

alities. Colonisation and apartheid

to South Africa. While these experiences can be transformative, there is also

have left a legacy of fundamental in-

a danger that they will leave young people profoundly dissatisfied and de-

equality in living conditions, educa-

spondent when, despite their best efforts, nothing seems to change for them

tional opportunities and access to

after the experience. Organisations engaging in exchanges need to look at

basic human rights for the majori-

how to make the exchange part of a longer-term experience of mentoring.

ty of young South Africans. Education is one area of concern. We see

In all of the above interventions, it is clear that:

a lack of provisioning of early child-

• Young people demand our belief in their capacity and value,

hood development and poor school
preparedness. The school drop out
rate is very high. In 2015, almost half of South Africans aged between 25 and
34 had not completed upper secondary education. Even when young people
finish a school education, the quality of this education is in question. Methods
of teaching, largely unchanged from the pre-democracy period, remain hierarchical, conforming to their original purpose of creating compliant workforces and unquestioning citizens. This kind of teaching seldom engages meaningfully across racial, social, and economic divides. Another related burning
issue is that of youth unemployment – SA’s unemployment rate is one of the
highest in the world, with a youth unemployment rate of about 55%. How
do we equip young people with the necessary tools and support to find the

and have ownership of the results;
• they require access to diverse networks that continue to
support their efforts;
• they need opportunities to enlarge their imaginations of what is possible
and peak experiences to set the benchmark high for their expectations of
themselves and others;
• they need multi-faceted support to build resilience and longevity after
once-off experiences or programmes;
• they need help to move from one project or programme to another,
since many of these opportunities are not well-aligned.

self-confidence and courage to commit to their dreams, when they are being

This requires an integrated approach from government, corporate, NGOs

failed on so many levels? There are three non-formal approaches to this:

both locally and internationally.

Volunteerism
Despite all the above challenges, we see high levels of community activism
and engagement amongst South African youth. Volunteering creates meaning and provides spaces for networking, work experience and the development of skills that can help find a job.
Culture and cultural education
The role of arts and culture programmes with young people is to combat the
poverty of imagination that challenging circumstances may create. These
programmes – for example, the revitalisation of the school subject “Creative
Arts” through cooperation with artist-facilitators – provide opportunities for
the development of soft skills that link to self-reflection, personal development, empathy, communication, problem-solving and creativity. And these
skills in turn lead to the long-term employability of a person.
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not our pity for their circumstances;
• they require opportunities in which they can take the initiative

Book
What moves young people in South Africa? – Youth work, youth education and
the importance of international youth exchange in South Africa: Article by Yvette
Hardie (2020). www.bkj.nu/hardie

Chapter 2

Planning and
o
 rganising international
youth exchanges

Which factors contribute to the success and
quality of youth exchanges that are planned and
run by partners from the Global North and the
Global South? The topics in this chapter range from
practical aspects, such as the search for partners
and funding, to educational guidelines and the final
evaluation.
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2.8

Five steps towards an international exchange
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Visa applications
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Five steps towards an international exchange
1		 Analyse your own situation

2.1 Factors that contribute
to the success of international
youth exchanges

• Is your organisation already actively involved in international youth exchanges?
• Have you already developed initial ideas or specific plans for youth group exchanges
with countries of the Global South or the Global North respectively?
• Have you already made contact with young people who are interested in an international youth exchange?

2		 Find out about funding opportunities
• Are there funds for international youth exchanges that match your organisation and your desired format?
Are you able to meet the funding criteria?
• What are the application deadlines and do they fit in with your planning?

ARROW-RIGHT See “Funding international youth exchanges” on p. 56

3		 Initiate partnerships
• Do you already have an idea of which partner region would be of interest to you
or are you already working with an organisation in a particular country?
• If not, do you have a strategy for initial contact with a partner organisation and who may be able to help you?

ARROW-RIGHT See “How to find partners” on p. 41

4		 Develop a joint project idea and work out the details of the youth exchange
• Do you have a good project idea that succinctly outlines the artistic project and the artistic work with the
two youth groups?

What makes an international youth exchange a success? The success factors
and criteria vary as much as the projects themselves. However, if certain criteria
have been met, the project may quite reasonably be described as a success. This
would certainly be the case if the educational, substantive and artistic goals have
largely been achieved within the given budget, if the exchange project is regarded as a valuable (learning) experience by everyone involved despite potential
disagreements and problems and if, in a best-case scenario, it has produced new
ideas and a sound basis for further collaborations.
Catalysts that can contribute to a successful outcome can be identified in all
areas and on all levels of a project. At this point, we would like to point out a
number of aspects that can help and support you with creating your own meaningful global project. To make the process more transparent, we have chosen to
examine the development of an exchange project in chronological order without
meaning the resulting sequence to be understood as a checklist. Some aspects
will be explored in greater detail in the further course of this practical guide.

Initiating partnerships
and setting a joint framework

• Will the perspectives of North and South and of the young people be taken into account right from the
beginning and will the partner organisations and young people be fully involved?

ARROW-RIGHT See “Factors that contribute to the success of international youth exchanges” on p. 31

5		 Prepare and submit your funding application
• Which forms have to be completed? Have you downloaded all the forms and help pages from the website
of the relevant funding body? Have you allowed for sufficient preparation time and buffers?

ARROW-RIGHT See the box “Three tips for a good application” on p. 33
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A partnership that is fair at all levels (host organisations, organisers, youth group
leaders, participants) is a crucial factor for a successful global project. The
parties responsible for the project should lay the foundations for mutual trust and
a good partnership from the outset through personal exchanges. Success relies
on both sides determining whether they share a common interest in working
together in cultural and development education or international youth work and
whether they are prepared to follow a certain funding logic. It is equally important to establish the expectations of each side, for example, in relation to:
• the vision for the joint project,
• the goals for one’s own work, also regarding potential project objectives,

2.1 Factors that contribute to the success of international youth exchanges
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•
•
•
•

the own educational concept,
the potential target groups and the benefit they should gain from the project,
topics of interest,
the benefit for one’s own organisation.

Three tips for a good application
Getting a sense of what a good application and a good project look

A transparent communication culture should be maintained from the beginning.
This involves patience, respect, the ability to listen, the search for mutual understanding and an open, solution-oriented manner when dealing with conflicts. A
successful project also relies on maximum financial transparency from the outset.
The organisation based in the same country as the funding body should explain
the underlying principles and criteria of the funding system to its partner organisation in detail to compensate for often substantially different access to information. Both sides should then find a way of dealing with finances and accounting
More on the fair shaping
during the project that is as fair and transparent as possible.
of a partnership can be
read from p. 75.

like can really only be learnt by putting theory into practice. However,
it is possible to write a good project application if these three points
are clear from the beginning:
1	An application is initially just a plan on a piece of paper that must
be adapted to the real situation at a later stage and not the other way around. A good project plan or application is often a useful guide but should not be seen as a binding instruction to complete one item after another.
•	The application is the basis for the project appraisal conducted
by the relevant funding body and therefore also the basis of the
funding process. This means it should meet the criteria set by

Developing a project idea together and
specifying the details of the youth exchange

the funding body and be easy to follow.
•	The application and, in particular, the associated cost projection
are generally used by the funding body to check the “permitted”,
and later the correct, use of the funds granted. The cost projection should therefore be completed as conscientiously and real-

One of the first steps of the planning and organisation process is to define
responsibilities, allocate tasks and roles, and prepare a timetable with sufficient
buffers for the development of the project. The following are important aspects
of planning.

istically as possible from the outset.
2	Enough time should be set aside to develop a good application.
It often takes some time to establish mutual understanding and
create a good basis for communication in intercontinental collaborations. The two sides should also discuss every detail of the

The idea

project and budget in a fair and transparent manner and make
decisions together. This can be very time-consuming.
3	The description of the central idea of the project and the chosen

A good project idea should not be too complicated and outline a meaningful way
of dealing with the jointly agreed topic. The key contents, measures and goals of
the project should be described in no more than a few sentences. These should
then be further developed into a sound project plan and funding application.

topic lies at the core of a good application and there are a number of useful questions to consider:
•	
What is the subject of the project? What is it about?
•	
W ho is my target group and how is it going to benefit from the
project?
•	
H ow and by what means are specific contents and specific
(educational) goals to be achieved?
• Which methods am I going to use to enable participants to develop freely and to bring the two groups together?
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Topic and topic treatment
Which SDGs are suitable for youth projects?

Topics can be chosen on the basis of criteria such as:
• Real-life relevance and proximity to the everyday life of the young people
involved,
• Interests shared by the two partner organisations in the North and South,
perhaps depending on the particular area of work,
• Interests of the project leaders.

Exchange projects that are funded by Teams up! must deal with an
SDG. Since a specific sustainability goal has to be entered in the funding application, the challenge is to choose an SDG that allows sufficient freedom to actively involve the young participants in shaping
the project once it is up and running. This may encourage applicants
to opt for a meta subject, such as SDG 4 ‘Quality Education’, which
appears to be strongly related to their own (educational) work but

These are just some of the legitimate initial criteria for a common basis of decision-making and may boost the project and collaboration in one way or another.

which will turn out to be difficult and very abstract when it comes to

How to approach the didactic, methodological and artistic treatment of the project topic is an important question to which there is no universal answer. Finding
an answer to this question together with the partner usually lies at the core of the
plans for international cultural youth exchange projects. This particularly applies
to international youth exchanges that follow the Teams up! format whose most
important goal is to raise awareness of one of the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) and examine it on the basis of the chosen educational concept.
When it comes to the SDGs, it is best not to place too much emphasis on examining their technical aspects, which primarily consist of target definitions and indicators for yet to be drafted development measures, and instead use the topic of
the specific SDG as a hook for one’s own thematic approach (and as a reference
to one’s own sustainable actions).

Each of the 17 goals is divided into several targets and it is worth tak-

dealing with it in practice because the content of the SDG is not very
tangible. The choice should also focus far less on the SDG headings.

Cultural education practice has the great advantage of being able to explore
and shape topics even during the artistic process by incorporating the young
people’s (physical) experiences and associations. Traditional formats of knowledge transfer, such as expert input, can be added to the thematic approach and
contribute to methodological variety. A well-established participatory approach
involves putting participants in charge of researching topics or focussing on
certain subsections. The actual meetings between the two groups also provide
insights into the reality of the topic on the ground, which can then be translated
into artistic expression.
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ing a brief look at the material because some interesting topics are
hidden in the details. Goal 14 ‘Life below Water’ and goal 15 ‘Life on
Land’ are very general headings that give no indication that they include pressing issues such as pollution and overfishing of the oceans
or the ongoing deforestation of our planet and its impact on health
and biodiversity. These topics represent excellent reference points for
activities that allow young people to translate global phenomena into
their own lives.

The transcultural situation
A productive approach to the transcultural challenge is crucial to the success
of international youth exchanges. Transcultural issues should be factored into
project planning by both sides and on all levels from the outset and raised
again and again in the course of the project. This will make it easier to prevent
misunderstandings, conflicts and the self-fulfilment of prejudices. In contrast to
a traditional intercultural approach, which is based on a fixed “native” and “foreign” culture, transcultural in this context means that every single person has an
individual construct of cultural origin that can change through contact with other
people or international experience. It is therefore advisable that international
youth exchanges follow a diversity-aware educational approach that is based on
the individuality of each person and so counteracts binary approaches of intercultural learning (“we here – you there”).

2.1 Factors that contribute to the success of international youth exchanges
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Knowledge of the partner country

bookings, reservations and contracts and the associated financial risks in case of
(last-minute) cancellations and reach an agreement on this with the
funding body.

The visa application
procedure is described
from p. 59 onwards

The preparations for international youth exchanges usually involve acquiring knowledge of the partner country. Gaining an initial impression and gathering information, for instance, about the local social
situation or health issues, before an exchange is generally very useful and also adds to the sense of anticipation. At the same time, it is

Emergency plans for international exchanges

worth remembering that even a stay of six months or more is not go-

Since unforeseeable situations can arise at any time during an inter-

ing to be enough to gain a deep and nuanced understanding of the

national youth exchange, you should prepare an emergency plan in

host country and society, especially in case of faraway countries on

addition to other appropriate measures. This is best done togeth-

different continents. This is why it is so important to always keep an

er and on an equal footing with your partner organisation. The plan

open mind, listen to the opinions of the partner organisation and, if

will help to ensure that you remain capable of taking action and react

necessary, talk about uncomfortable issues in a sensitive manner.

safely in the event of an emergency or crisis.

Book
Language
Linguistic obstacles are closely linked to the transcultural challenge because the
young participants usually will not be able to speak the language(s) of the relevant partner country well or at all. It is therefore important to agree on a common
project language in advance. Participants will often rely on a third language such
as English and/or interpreters. Project planning should take account of the different or limited language skills from the outset. A special method of teaching the
basics of the foreign language easily and quickly is language animation, which
was originally developed by the Franco-German Youth Office (FGYO). Trained
language animators pick up on individual elements of the languages spoken in
the group in a fun and participatory manner to familiarise the participants with
them and encourage them to use them.

Book
Language animation: ed. by Interkulturelles Netzwerk e. V.
www.languageanimation.org/en/homepage

Risk Assessment, Safety and Youth Exchange Programmes - Good
practices: http://toolbox.salto-youth.net/332

Protection from sexual violence
Sexual violence against children and young people is a serious social
problem throughout the world, including in Germany. Organisers of
international youth exchanges should study this subject in order to be
able to act carefully and properly in case of suspected abuse or actual
assault. Institutions and associations that regularly work with children
and young people should have a protection plan that includes a risk
analysis, a prevention strategy and an action plan for emergencies. If
your organisation already has a protection plan, you should check to
what extent it can be applied to international youth exchanges and, if
necessary, expand it in cooperation with you partner organisation. If
you do not have a protection plan, you are strongly advised to prepare
a plan that covers international exchanges. If there is not enough time

Logistic challenges

to do this before a planned encounter, you should at least broach the

Organisational challenges should be identified at an early stage of the project
and included in the timetable. As experience has shown, these include visa
applications, flight bookings and the preparation of emergency plans. Since
2020, the effects of the coronavirus pandemic will also have to be considered. In
the light of this and generally, it is advisable to check the cancellation policies for

cuss how to deal with potential abuse, assault or violence during the

subject with your partner organisation in a sensitive manner and dis-
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exchange. You should also keep this issue in mind when preparing a
general emergency plan.

2.1 Factors that contribute to the success of international youth exchanges
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Qualifications

Project sustainability
If the international youth exchange focuses on a sustainability issue

The two partner organisations should agree on the professional qualifications of
the youth group leaders as they are one of the keys to the success (or failure) of
an exchange. They also have to establish whether both sides have qualified staff
with experience in (international) youth work and the underlying educational
concepts. If necessary, staff should be offered appropriate professional preparation and training.

such as one of the SDGs, it makes sense to get together with the partner organisation and also actively involve the participants to consider
how the project itself could be organised in a way that is as sustainable and resource-efficient as possible. This can range from the use
of environmentally friendly materials, waste prevention and “fair” and
environmentally sustainable meals to a reflection on the subject of
green transport.

Book

Keeping track during exchanges
During the actual meetings between the groups, it is important to ensure that the
plans are put into practice in what is a complex and novel situation and that the
young participants are fully involved. A proper balance between keeping the project on track and flexibly adapting to the actual situation has to be maintained.
This applies to content-related and educational aspects and the management
of the transcultural situation. A proper allocation of tasks and roles and clear
and transparent communication (practised in advance) between the organisers
always pay off particularly during the actual encounters. Other practical points
that are relevant on the ground include:
• Good management of conflicts, misunderstandings and problems on all levels
(organisation, group leaders, participants) especially with regard to what is
left unsaid; the readiness to make readjustments during a project, e.g. after
conflicts or periods of reflection, is very important in this context.
• Encourage both youth groups to come together, perhaps through non-verbal,
group-dynamic methods that are commonly used in cultural education, and
allow sufficient informal periods so that the young people can get to know
each other away from people in authority.
• Ensure the correct processing of funds and keep track of the administrative
logic to avoid accounting issues later.
• Remember to perform support tasks, such as regular reflection periods for the
organisers and participants, the evaluation and, if necessary, the verification
Read more about
of qualifications and skills.

Guidelines for the Sustainable Organisation of Events: ed. by the
German Environment Agency (2015). www.umweltbundesamt.de/
publikationen/guidelines-for-the-sustainable-organisation-of

 valuation from p. 52
e
and about the use of
competency records
in i nternational youth
exchange from p. 54.
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2.2 How to find partners

Cultural youth organisations that wish to start international collaborations will
always face the challenge of finding the right partner organisation for their
projects. The further away the partner country, the greater the challenge. And it
is even greater for organisations that are testing the waters on the international
field for the first time than for organisations that have maintained partnerships
for many years and run many projects. In addition, they also have to choose from
a variety of very diverse organisations in Germany and the partner countries that
are interested in international exchange programmes.
Organisations wishing to enter into international collaborations will require
not just contacts with potential partners but, above all, human and structural
resources. International meeting platforms and networks will be as important
for initiating youth exchanges as access to funding for personal exploratory and
preparatory meetings.
However, it all begins with an organisation’s fundamental decision to join the
international field. This is followed by questions about the format, partners,
countries or world regions and the main focus of the collaboration. Once the
initial decisions have been made, often the next step is to write down ideas and
motivations and the expectations for the international partnership in the form of
a brief profile. This profile can help refine the organisation’s vision for the desired
international collaboration and is also an easy way of channelling the search for a
partner organisation in the absence of any contacts.
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Institutional support and networks
Since the forwarding of partner searches relies on the right distribution platforms, there have to be suitable multipliers in the chosen partner country. It is
often easier to relay partner queries from foreign organisations via the well-established youth work structures in Germany (e.g. via the BKJ) than the other way
around. Various umbrella organisations for international youth work can also
provide assistance when it comes to networking with other countries. A survey
conducted by the BKJ revealed that many associations had found each other
through partner-matching conferences, that is, international networking events
where their representatives met face-to-face for the first time after preliminary
virtual contacts. These matching formats are a particularly effective means of
forming new links between organisations from countries where distance and
other factors make it difficult to find a partner without assistance. Institutional
support is usually indispensable for making first contacts and obtaining funding
for exploratory trips.
In order to establish partnerships that will result in jointly organised youth
exchanges, it is essential that the professionals involved meet beforehand for
in-depth discussions. Face-to-face meetings can be particularly crucial if the
distances between the countries are great or if the backgrounds of the organisations and their representatives are very different. The organisations’ representatives have to meet each other in person before they are able to say whether they
match each other in terms of the chosen content and structures, whether they
work with similar target groups and similar (cultural) educational approaches,
whether they pursue goals that are mutually acceptable or whether they share
the same expectations of the youth exchange format.

mation about such events or expressions of interest in international partnerships
could be shared, a different type of access to information has to be found (cf.
Hampel 2015: 248 ff). Private contacts therefore play just as important a role as
official and public networks, especially in countries in the Global South. Personal
online research, traditional networking (getting in touch with friends of friends)
or existing town twinning schemes and regional or community partnerships can
open the door to collaborations.
Organisations in Germany are frequently able to rely on valuable assistance from
interest groups and regional and national associations. Organisations from the
Global South, where such structures generally do not exist, often try to raise their
profile through existing international collaborations, for instance, to establish a
network in Germany. However, a more prominent profile together with proven
reliability in previous projects may lead to a situation where it is always the same
organisations that are chosen for collaborations and given the opportunity to
organise international exchange projects. Networking organisers need to ensure
that maximum transparency also applies to new actors.
The motivating factors behind partnerships are just as varied as the host organisations in the countries involved. It is therefore particularly important to show
genuine interest in the other side, to listen and to be willing to learn from the
outset. Collaborations on a common project idea with partners on another continent are often the beginning of successful and lasting partnerships between two
organisations.

arrow-circle-right Personal encounters create the necessary
arena for getting to know the other side,
making arrangements and building trust.

It is important to keep in mind that the participation in events that aim to bring
potential partners together in person often requires overcoming a first serious
obstacle, especially in countries in the Global South. In places without nationwide (communication) structures or peer-to-peer networks, through which infor-
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Eight tips for finding a partner
1	Allow plenty of time, including informal periods, to really get to
know each other. Local visits are a particularly good way of getting a feeling for the work of the (potential) partner organisation.
2	Everyone involved should always be curious, interested,
open-minded and able to listen in order to identify shared start-

2.3 How to make a partnership
successful – a South African
perspective
Mike Denison, Moipone Kgatle and Mona Moustafa,
Wildlife and Environment Society of South Africa

ing points.
3	Partnerships cannot be forced. Either side must be able to decide against a collaboration without negative consequences even if trips and face-to-face meetings have already taken
place. You should be transparent with potential partners from
the outset.
4	Clarity and transparency between the two partner organisations
are generally important. Neither side should refrain from criticism, while taking into account possible differences in communication behaviour. Difficult questions and sticking points affecting international youth exchanges will have to be discussed
at some point. This is mainly a question of establishing trust,
e.g. by making compromises together.
5	It is important that collaborations are placed on an equal footing
from the start to avoid creating imbalances, imposing ideas or
using the partner as a projection screen.

Youth development in the framework of exchange, and in the context of
education for sustainable development and global learning, is a journey that
transcends language, culture, gender, and religion. It strives for new knowledge
transfer, inclusive mindsets, respectful interaction and an appreciation of perspectives that may differ to one’s own. Importantly, this journey is achieved in
the spirit of reciprocity and inclusive of all activities to achieve truly meaningful,
relevant and enabling cooperations.

6	Power asymmetries that can negatively impact the partnership,
e.g. because of unevenly distributed resources, are one of the
most difficult issues. Maximum transparency and (the building
of) trust are key here. Often, all it takes is openly discussing and

The right match

reflecting on imbalances that are difficult to eliminate.
7	Write down your own goals, expectations and interests, e.g. in
the form of a brief profile.
8	Share your goals, expectations and interests with the other side
and then agree common goals and define roles and responsibilities for the participants.
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While organisations may align at the conceptual level, it is often in the detail that
they will truly synergise and succeed. A good “paper match” may not evolve into
a partnership for good reason. Finding a “match” and building a virtual relationship should reveal early signs of compatibility or not. Honesty and transparency
in getting to know your counterpart is crucial. To build a good partnership, the
discussions should be fruitful with little pressure on both parties. It is not critical,
or even expected, that the tandems should agree on everything at this point. But
it is critical that there is a supportive environment where one can disagree and
from which learning can happen.

2.3 How to make a partnership successful – a South African perspective
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From tandem to partnership
Strive for reciprocity in relationship building. Messner und Haun (2013), in
the Cooperation Hexagon, identify six important components to a reciprocal
relationship – Trust, Communication, Reputation, Fairness, Enforcement and
We-identity. Achieving these in the virtual space can be challenging. An organisation’s virtual persona is unlikely to accurately convey the essence of who they
are as a organisation in a community delivering life-changing interventions into
their youth community. It is advised to visit your counterpart to appreciate their
context as a potential partner.

Project planning & design –
open minds open doors

awareness of presence in the moment and your ability to reflect and respond
unselfishly will optimise the impact of the exchange. You will need to trust in
yourself, your partner and your participants.

Capitalizing on encounter gains
The encounter is a dynamic experience, but it is also relatively quick. The true
impact usually occurs in the post-encounter stage. As partners, this must be included in your project plan so that you capitalize on the encounter and facilitate
maximum impact learning in your participants. It is important that the work plan
builds on the participants growth and development through the encounter.

Mike Denison, Moipone Kgatle and Mona Moustafa work for the Wildlife and Environment Society of South Africa (WESSA). The organisation became a strategic

This is obviously a huge, but very exciting and rewarding undertaking if done
in the spirit of reciprocity. Put away pre-conceived ideas of what makes a good
project to create an equal and favourable environment to develop a mutually
beneficial partnership project. The ingredients to the project’s design and work
plan will then be representative of each partners’ inputs and priorities and reflect
the shared vision.

partner of the BKJ as part of the African German Youth Initiative (AGYI) to promote
the dynamics of youth exchanges between South Africa and Germany. In this context, WESSA works in the voluntary service sector and the development of youth
exchange partnerships and provides advice to local associations and networks.

Book

Preparation for exchange

Weltwärts-Begegnungen. A guideline for partners: Hrsg. von WESSA (2020).
https://bkj.nu/wessagfp

Guidelines and resources are available to support your preparation in the context
of education for sustainable development and intercultural learning. Your investment into your youth participants to optimise their learning journey must be well
considered and delivered.

Youth encounter
This is a powerful experience which has the potential to change the youth participants life. It could be an experience that is full of questions, some challenges
and numerous “ah-ha moments”. Your preparation, empathy, responsiveness,
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2.4 Participation in international
exchange projects

Representatives of organisations who are planning international youth exchanges
often wish to leave room that allows the young participants to co-shape the
project. The level of participation can vary from straightforward consultations or
the self-reliant organisation of individual parts of the programme to putting the
young participants in charge of decision-making with respect to content, organisational questions or the general framework.

A specific form of youth participation in international exchanges is the vision
work method as practised, for instance, in the Cameroonian-German project
‘Youth on the World’ (YOW), which is organised by Vepik e. V. Apart from leaving
the majority of decision-making to the young people, this project is also about
positive and sustainable social effects that are achieved through the direct thematic integration of the young people’s perspective. This approach to transferring actual responsibility to the young participants is a particularly good example
of the extent to which the structural framework of youth-oriented projects can
be realistically implemented with sufficient patience. The vision work method is
illustrated below by the young leaders of the YOW project from Cameroon and
Germany.

Only the latter constitutes true participation. Since true participation requires
appropriate structures as well as time and patience, especially the first time
around, it is often not consistently applied in favour of pragmatic and “more efficient” decision-making processes. In the end, it is often just the organisation of a
few programme details that is left up to the young people even though there are
comprehensive concepts and methods for participation especially in (cultural)
youth work.
The ‘participation pyramid’ model developed by Straßburger and Rieger (2014)
gives a good basic description, especially with regard to children and young
people. It describes different levels of participation (e.g. for the planning of child
and youth-friendly measures) in a critical, clear and practice-oriented manner.

Book
Participation pyramid by Straßburger and Rieger:
www.partizipationspyramide.de/partizipationspyramide_strassburger_rieger_A4-EN.pdf

Participation, i.e. the creation of educational content, activities and forms of learning by the children and young people themselves, has been one of the basic principles of cultural education for a long time. However, once again there is a question
as to whether the young people involved are really allowed to co-determine their
own educational processes and if this really meets the aspiration of contributing to
greater social involvement. (Cf. Braun and Witt (2017), publication in German.)
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Tools

How to develop a project together
Cyrille Ngassu, Lucy Andria Tchuenté, Isabel Blumberg and Fiona Rostalski, Youth on the World (YOW)

Participation is often misunderstood as
“everyone said something, so everyone
participated”. But participation is more
than that: It enables participants to express
themselves and makes community sens
grow; they experience responsibility and
how their own way of feeling, thinking and
acting impacts the group work and how
this in turn impacts the world/society. Participation enables us to live and appreciate
diversity as enriching. It promotes strong
values (equality, self responsibility, ...) and
ensures that every voice is heard. It is more

2.4 Participation in international exchange projects

complex than it seems but if well realized,
promises excellent results.
In a participatory project, participants
develop the project goal and the measures
to achieve it together. A useful method
to do so is vision work. Based on their individual vision for the world, participants
develop conditions to reach this vision
and how to achieve it inside the group (=
own behavior, “group rules”) and outside
(= public activities, timetable). Vision work
ensures that the group shares common values, participants’ interests are at the centre
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of the project, that everybody can identify level. To ensure participation and to mainwith the activities and that they fit to the tain the connection between the groups, all
reality of every group member. Additionally participants need to be able to constantly
it gives the group a clear timeline, means to exchange about their activities, thoughts
reflect the steps along the way.
and challenges, i.e. via a virtual platform,
Participation is usually part and logical which ensures that everybody is included
result of the vision work, i.e. if participants and the project itself is transparent.
formulate a vision for a world of peace,
Despite virtual means of communication,
solidarity, equality, these are all aspects of journeys and face-to-face meetings are
participation. If participants train the there- necessary to abolish stereotypes and thus
fore necessary behaviour within the group, achieve equality as a vital part of participathey will be able to live it in everyday life to tion. Working (and if possible: living!) toimpact the society in a sustainable way.
gether permits sustainable comprehension
If we want everybody to participate that we truly are all equal, regardless of our
freely and equally, everyone needs to be cultural or national backgrounds.
respected and appreciated. Participants
Participation excludes hierarchies within
need to feel secure to express themselves the project. Open and transparent comwithout being judged, in order to dare to munication within the group ensures that
talk openly and honestly. Rounds are a equality is lived and no (hidden) hierarchies
good method to ensure that every voice are established. No hierarchies does not
is heard and taken into consideration. Im- mean that there cannot be group members
portant: no interrupting, no time limit. In with different roles and responsibilities. To
order to integrate every voice, majority avoid hierarchy, these roles are based on
decisions should be avoided because they objective criteria like experience (and not
consequently suppress minorities. Instead, on personal feelings). Participation means
seek consensus. Creative methods like lifelong learning. We are not used to it, so it
poems, painting facilitate the expression has to be trained, reflected and supervised.
of feelings and visions, ensure self-expres- Participation includes that everybody has
sion and thus participation, if applied with to ensure that the group rules are applied.
sufficient time. Exercises which allow par- At the same time, with more experience, it
ticipants to get out of their heads and into is easier to recognize rule breaches (i.e. if
their bodies, i.e. games, dancing, medita- someone excludes others / acts in a hiertion, support participants to find creative archical way) and to address this openly.
solutions for local and global challenges/ Thus experienced group members (we call
tasks.
them “coordinators”) can be assigned the
In bi- or multinational projects, the dif- role to intervene when others do not notice
ferent national groups do not necessarily or dare to. Asking questions (“What comes
need to do exactly the same activities. As next?”, “How did we organize?”) instead of
long as a common vision is established, telling gives the possibility to reflect and
they can organize own activities on a local learn.
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arrow-circle-right The goal of participatory
work is to enable the participants to manage themselves,
the coordinator’s goal is to
make him-/herself obsolete.
It is about sharing knowledge, not about exercising
power.

If the project is supported by an NGO,
other necessary roles/competences derive
from the fact that the NGO’s head usually
has legal responsibilities which require his/
her involvement and consent in/to certain
decisions. Again, participation does not
mean that there are no rules. It is the way
the rules are established/decided upon
(i.e. transparent, established together)
and maintained during the work by the
participants themselves that makes the
difference.
Participation is constant work and a
change of attitude. Only when we accept
the challenge and apply our vision, a
healthy group spirit, personal growth and
sustainable change of our society is made
possible.
•

2.4 Participation in international exchange projects

Book
Further information on vision
work: www.vepik.de
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2.5 Evaluation as a
quality control instrument
for youth exchanges
Johannes Eick, transfer e. V.

i-EVAL
The i-EVAL online tool initiated by the BKJ, the Franco-German Youth
Office, the German-Polish Youth Office and the International Youth
Service of the Federal Republic of Germany (IJAB) allows users to perform time-saving and scientific self-evaluations of their exchange
projects. Associations can use and individually customise the free
scientific questionnaires for their exchanges. The forms are currently
available in German, French, Polish, English and Ukrainian and contain

‘Our international meetings promote cross-border exchanges between young
people, provide educational space for personal development and are fun.’ This is
more or less what many organisers say when they talk about “their” exchanges.
Each organisation sets very different priorities beyond these rather general goals
and makes its own judgement as to whether an exchange was ‘successful’ or
‘good’. Evaluations can help organisations check their self-imposed objectives,
reflect on the many aspects of their measures and focus on the young people’s
experience. Evaluations are not just an instrument of quality control and quality
development but also encourage participation among young people.

questions that have been specifically developed for youth exchanges. Organisers can complete questionnaires relating to their goals before the exchange while young people can be asked about their experience after the exchange. The results can then be presented in the
form of tables and diagrams. The tool also lets users evaluate several exchanges at the same time. This means that all activities carried
out by an organisation in the same year or with the same thematic focus can be evaluated together. i-EVAL users can also make their data
available for a panel study (cf. Ilg 2020). The aim of the study is to collect
and analyse data over a long period of time to gain an insight into the

Everyone involved derives enormous benefit from the evaluation of youth
exchanges. Young people who are asked for their opinion and taken seriously
become experts and co-creators and see their self-efficacy strengthened. Evaluations can examine different aspects: the educational work and planned activities
or general conditions, team processes and the division of tasks as well as time
and financial resources spent on travel, accommodation, meals and excursions.
This provides organisers with a sound incentive to refine their concepts and
prepare future exchanges. Organisations can use the results of their evaluations
as supporting arguments to convince parents and sponsors of the value of their
work.

development of the field and research how young people experience
their participation in exchange projects.

Book
i-EVAL. Evaluation tool for youth exchanges: www.i-eval.eu

Johannes Eick is a project consultant for the network ‘Dialogue between

It is important to remember that there is more than one evaluation method.
Qualitative instruments such as discussion groups or creative approaches allow
deeper insights into the experiences of the young people and leave room for the
unexpected. Quantitative questionnaires are systematically similar and, by virtue
of being anonymous, also offer young people who are less likely to speak out
when they are in a group the chance of feedback. A combination of different procedures would be an ideal solution; however, the time, effort and benefit spent
on evaluations should be proportionate to each other.
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Research and Practice – International Youth Work’ at transfer e. V. which
supports exchanges between science and practice in international youth
work. He is also responsible for the ‘Panel Study for Youth Group Trips’ that
is based on findings of the i-EVAL evaluation tool.

2.5 Evaluation as a quality control instrument for youth exchanges
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2.6 Skills certificates to
demonstrate young people’s
strengths

it in a proper document. The BKJ developed the ‘Cultural Competency Record’
and the member organisations of the International Youth Service of the Federal
Republic of Germany (IJAB) took up this idea and created the ‘International Competency Record’, of which there are additional simpler versions.

Kompetenznachweis Kultur (Cultural Competency Record)
and Kompetenznachweis International (International Competency

The term “shaping competence” (Gestaltungskompetenz) is familiar to everyone
working in the field of education for sustainable development. The term intercultural (or preferably: transcultural) skills is known to those involved in international
youth work. And the term cultural competence plays an important recurrent role
among cultural education professionals.

Record) in international youth exchanges
In these two certification procedures, practitioners who have completed the relevant brief training assess and discuss together with
the young participants which of their skills and competences were
strengthened in the course of a project. The main purpose is to make
them aware of their own knowledge, skills and strengths. The Cultur-

An examination of the underlying competence systems reveals that these
concepts overlap to a large extent. All three emphasise that each (young) person
should assert himself or herself as an individual (self-competence) and at the
same time relates as a social being to others and to the world that can and must
be (co-)shaped (social competence). They also have in common that they are not
directly tangible and not easily measurable.
It is very difficult to prove that the effects of education or the increase in skills
or competences are the direct and explicit result of individual global learning
projects or programmes, international youth work or cultural youth education.
The young people’s life and experience situations vary greatly and are influenced
by many factors at the same time during their participation in projects, exchanges, meetings or educational programmes. As a result, causal links between the
educational intentions of the organisers and what ultimately reaches the young
participants can only be demonstrated on a point-by-point basis.

al Competency Record and the International Competency Record
can also be used for youth exchanges with partners from the Global
South. Young people like to enclose the certificates with their training or job applications even though the documents were not explicitly developed for this reason. They can be useful for young people in
Germany and in the respective partner countries.

Book
Nachweise International: www.ijab.de/en/resources-for-practitioners/
nachweise-international-greater-visibility-for-community-engagement

In all three areas, there are studies examining the effects of non-formal education
on young people, such as a study on the long-term effects of participation in
international youth exchanges on the personal development of the participants
(Abt/Thomas/Chang 2006) and studies on other aspects of the topic (IJAB 2012,
IJAB 2013). However, research looking at young people from the outside is not
really consistent with the basic principles of youth work. Instead the young
people should be involved in the research to find out what impact their participation in international youth work or cultural education projects has had on their
strengths, their weaknesses, their knowledge and their skills and competences.
Two methods were put in place to do this in a structured framework and record
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2.7 Funding international
youth exchanges

Organisations planning international youth exchanges will be faced with the
issue of finding suitable funding. There are very few well-established funding
structures, especially for collaborations with partners from countries on the
OECD’s “DAC list” of official development assistance (ODA) receiving countries.
As of June 2021, there are only two federal funding options for out-of-school
formats for German organisations, the former (KJP) is open to partner projects
worldwide, the latter (Teams up!) exclusively for collaborations with partners in
countries on the African continent:

Federal Child and Youth Plan (KJP)
of the Federal Youth Ministry
The Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth
(BMFSFJ) supports youth and professional exchanges with many “developing and
emerging countries” through funds from the Federal Child and Youth Plan (KJP).
This funding programme contributes, among other things, to travel expenses
incurred by groups from Germany and the partner country in the Global South.
It can also be used to subsidise the administrative costs of exchanges taking
place in Germany. This funding is suitable for those who are new to international
cultural youth work. Cultural education organisations can submit their funding
applications to the BKJ.

Book
International youth.culture.exchange:
www.bkj.de/en/international/international-exchange

Teams up! Youth Exchange for Sustainable
Development funded by the Federal Ministry for
Economic Cooperation and Development
Youth exchanges that focus on the United Nations’ 17 Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) are supported through the Teams up! fund by the Federal Ministry
for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ). This fund is available for
exchanges that involve visits to both partner countries. Applicants have to
contribute at least 25 per cent of the total cost. Due to the thematic orientation
and the higher requirements of the application, this format is more suitable for
organisations with experience in international youth work.

Book
Teams Up! in the field of cultural education:
www.bkj.de/en/international/ycaglobal
Teams up! Youth Exchange for Sustainable Development:
www.deutsch-afrikanisches-jugendwerk.de/en/teams-up.html

Co-financing
Both these funding options require the involvement of a German partner organisation and stipulate that co-financing must not involve other funds from the
German Federal Government. Co-funders can include foundations or the public
sector at municipal, regional/state level or abroad. Experience shows that funding applications at local level have a greater chance of success. Other sources
of income are donations, sponsorships, participation fees and ticket sales. The
financing options should be openly discussed with the partner organisation in
the Global South, which may include sharing information on potential funding
bodies in both partner countries.

Proper accounting of subsidies
The proper accounting of public subsidies in accordance with German funding
legislation often presents a challenge especially to inexperienced associations.
One of the difficulties is that the accounts at the end of the project have to be
based on the cost plan submitted at the beginning of the project. The actual
expenses during a project must therefore always clearly refer to the original cost
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plan set as binding by the funding body. Payments must also be continuously
monitored to ensure that they are eligible in terms of the relevant funding specifications (e.g., in the case of travel expenses, this would generally be the German
Travel Expenses Act and the Foreign Travel Expenses Regulation).
Organisers are advised to work in close consultation with the funding body with
regard to accounting issues and modalities from the outset. The preparation of
the final report on the expenditure of funds requires a high standard of accuracy
(each receipt counts). Organisers with little or no experience should resort to
external expertise from the beginning. The report on the expenditure of funds
at the end of a project constitutes the target-actual comparison between plan
and reality, which should be largely identical. It is often possible to make minor
adjustments in the cost plan in consultation with the funding body as long as no
extra costs arise.
Where a German funding programme is used to cover costs abroad, the German
partner will be accountable to the funding body for all accounts so a reliable
procedure should be agreed with the partner organisation abroad (as with all
financial issues). As a general rule, all cash flows have to be fully documented.

2.8 Visa applications

Youth groups and their support staff from countries in the Global South who
are taking part in an exchange usually require a Schengen visa for their stay in
Germany. Restrictive policies have made obtaining a visa difficult especially for
young people from many of these countries. Visa applications should be very
well prepared.
As a general rule, the local German embassy has full autonomy over decisions
on whether to grant a visa. As a result, the German partner organisation is only
able to help with the process from a distance and try to support the partner in
the Global South as best as possible. It is important to be ready for detailed questions on the project participants’ willingness to return home and their firm roots
in their home country.
One common problem is that applicants have to demonstrate their income,
sufficient travel funds or possession of a bank account, which young people in
many countries of the Global South are unable to do. This makes close support
from the partner organisation in the Global South absolutely imperative. The
organisation may have to demonstrate that the young person is a member, that
it is registered as a non-governmental organisation or that it has on its behalf an
account and income. It can also prepare the young people for the unfamiliar (and
stressful) situation at the embassy.
An important document that has to be prepared by the German partner is the
invitation. This should include detailed personal information about the invitee(s),
the exact number of days they will spend in Germany and the assumption of any
potential costs (travel expenses, accommodation, meals, insurance, etc.). Because of the unforeseeable financial risks, including insolvency, at the same time
organisations are advised not to sign an undertaking in accordance with Sections
66 to 68 of the German Residence Act.
Apart from compiling the required documents, it is also recommended that the
German partner organisation sends an email supporting the visa application
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to the consular department of the relevant German embassy. The email should
provide details of the exchange and the official funding of the project by a public
body (e.g. a ministry) and list the names of all participants. In some funding programmes, such as Teams up!, funding bodies also offer support through special
visa departments, which may be in contact with several Germany embassies and
able to help with support letters from official side.

Stories from the ground

How an international youth
exchange can (almost) fail
Abidjan/Côte d’Ivoire – Berlin/Germany

Visa procedure (as of 2020)
1	Search for current requirements that apply to the specific country on the website of the relevant German embassy and clarify, if
necessary, whether it is possible to make a group application.
2	Compile the necessary documents (a valid passport is particularly important). The application can also be completed online
in advance.
3	Arrange an interview via the embassy website. Visa applications
can be made up to six months in advance of the planned short
stay and must be made no later than 15 calendar days before departure. Visa processing generally takes between 7 and 45 days.
4	Applicants must present themselves at the German embassy
on the date and time agreed to apply for the visa and submit
the necessary documents (important – submit only preliminary
flight reservations as the visa period is often based on these;
flights should only be booked after the visa has been granted)
5

Wait for the specified processing time.

6	Collect documents from the German embassy or exercise your
right of appeal if the visa application has been rejected.
Please note: there is no visa fee for representatives of non-profit organisations aged 25 or under who take part in cultural or educational events organised by non-profit organisations (cf. Auswärtiges Amt,

The limited opportunities for legal entry into Germany for

2020). This must be disclosed separately.

people from the Global South can become a problem for
exchanges in two ways: on the one hand, young people from
that part of the world are often refused visas and, on the
other, they also can see a youth exchange as a chance to stay
in Germany or the Schengen Zone without papers. The latter
happened during a weltwärts exchange between jtw spandau
from Berlin and Les Pieds dans la Mare from Abidjan.
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It’s not the ones who run
away but the ones who
return that should be
regarded as heroes.
Jenny Mezile

in a café in Kreuzberg on a rainy afternoon. She had been working on
the exchange project with young
people from Côte d’Ivoire and
Spandau in Germany for almost
three years and had always insisted
that the Ivorians should be allowed
to travel to Germany for the actual
encounter. After a successful
weltwärts exchanges project with
a youth theatre group from Angola,
she could not have imagined that
the project with the group from
Abidjan could have turned out like
this.
It sounds like the beginning of the same
old story and the fact that it will go on
for the foreseeable future makes it even
more of a bitter disappointment. ‘We’re
just going out for a cigarette,’ said Kader,
Syfy and Rougo. It was early Wednesday
afternoon. The next rehearsals were due
at 4 p.m. When the three Ivorians did not
return immediately, Julia Schreiner, project
leader of the Youth Theatre Workshop (jtw)
in Berlin-Spandau, and Jenny Mezile, a
choreographer from Abidjan in Côte d’Ivoire, initially thought nothing of it. However,
when the three still had not come back by
the evening, they contacted the police.
This is the story Julia Schreiner recounted
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The fruits of one’s labour
Pieds dans la Mare is a project that offers
young people who have failed to gain
formal qualifications the chance to train
as dancers in Bracody, a poor district
of Abidjan. Julia Schreiner and Carlos
Manuel, director of the jtw, got to know the
group during a research trip three years
earlier. After a first attempt at running a
joint project was unsuccessful because
the immigration office refused to issue
visas because of doubts regarding the applicants’ willingness to return home, nine
young people were finally granted visas for
the weltwärts exchange. The immigration
office assured them that if they returned

to their home country, they would not
have any problems with obtaining visas in
future.
All seemed well. The exchange project
with the small jtw in Spandau was to ease
Les Pieds dans la Mare’s leap onto the
international dance stage. The plan was to
travel from Germany directly to Ouagadougou in Burkina Faso for a guest appearance
at Fido, the largest contemporary dance
festival in West Africa. Everything that the
dancer and choreographer Jenny Mezile
had worked on with the young people in
Bracody and that she had promised them
seemed to bear fruit. And then, a few of
those for whom all this effort was made
“went outside to smoke a cigarette” and
endangered the entire project.

Without money or belongings
The guest appearance in Ouagadougou
never happened. After Kader, Syfy and
Rougo, another two participants disappeared. ‘All five ran off without their be-

How an international youth exchange can (almost) fail

longings, without knowing the language,
without money. There was no way they
could have done this alone,’ said Julia
Schreiner suspecting that this had already
been organised by people smugglers
before the group’s departure from Abidjan.
That would be one explanation. Julia
Schreiner und Jenny Mezile do not know
what type of people smugglers the 23 to
27-year-old men got involved with. Mezile
believes that there is a pattern, the young
people are promised the earth, a fixed contract with a large dance company and the
chance of an international career. Most of
them end up somewhere completely different working as illegal kitchen helps, drug
dealers or worse. Had the immigration
office’s initial assessment been correct?
‘It’s not quite as simple as that,’ said Julia
Schreiner. Would the young dancers have
run away had they been confident that
they would be permitted to enter Germany
again when they receive the next international invitation? They could not rely on
that. Perhaps they thought that this project
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Stories from the ground

Everybody learns from
and with each other
Dar es Salaam/Tanzania – Constance/Germany

was their only chance and that the door
to Europe would close forever after their
return home.
If the political situation in Côte d’Ivoire
continues to deteriorate, the promises
made yesterday will not count for much,
especially in view of the restrictive visa
policies applied to people working in
culture and cultural education. Moreover,
there are indeed people smugglers who
procure young new talent from Africa for
companies in Western Europe. Those who
are successful, the ones who “made it”, are
celebrated in their home country. This is
what makes young people like Kader, Syfy
and Rougo believe that they have a great
career ahead.
The chances are small. ‘It’s not the ones
who run away but the ones who return that
should be regarded as heroes,’ says Jenny
Mezile. The “betrayal of the five” as it was
called in the daily papers of Abidjan now
stands in the way of something else: the
cultural development of the country from

the inside that could have been achieved
through projects such as the one organised by Jenny Mezile. Cases like this mean
that other young Ivorians have no reasonable chance of getting a visa. In Spandau,
the four remaining dancers of Les Pieds
dans la Mare and the local young people
still managed to organise a powerful and
inspiring youth exchange together that
culminated in the public performance of
the dance theatre production of ‘Plastique
fantastique’. The young people from Spandau are now planning to go on a return visit to Abidjan. Everybody is looking forward
to it. It is an exchange in both directions,
which is important to Julia Schreiner.
Jenny Mezile is going to continue her work
in Bracody but draws a bitter conclusion,
‘You have to learn to stave off your hunger
and not prostitute yourself for a plate of
chicken. The five runaways are now going
to find out what that means.’ 
Text: Michaela
Schlagenwerth •

The German-Tanzanian exchange project ‘We are All Equal but
Different’ is where theatre meets dance, North meets South
and small town meets big city. The highly acclaimed performance at the end is a highlight but what remains is friendships
and very special learning experiences.
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The intense period during the project binds the
team together but also gives rise to conflicts that
require a lot of communication and exchanges
between the team partners.
Tanja Jäckel, drama teacher

Arrival in Dar es Salaam: the first personal
meeting between the two youth groups
is about to happen. The young people
from the Young Theatre in Constance are
hit by the humidity and heat, unfamiliar
smells and traffic chaos that they do not
understand straightaway. Welcome to the
megacity! ‘We looked up a lot of information in advance and had already talked to
each other. Then we arrive and everything
is completely different and you suddenly
feel so unprepared,’ says Amy, one of the
participants. The group is greeted and
engaged in conversations by strangers all
the time but communication is not easy.
Fortunately, the young Tanzanians from the
MuDa dance school are there to look after
them. When they are not training, they set
off together to discover the city by bike.
Halima from Dar es Salaam remembers
with a smile that she was worried before
the first meeting, ‘They are going to be
real theatre professionals and I am just a
dancer.’ However, she quickly realised that
nobody is perfect and everybody is going
to learn something from each other here.
Conversing in English, which none of the
participants spoke as their first language,
turns out to be a little difficult. But then
the young people use their hands and feet
to communicate. Communication does
not always run smoothly but is often fun
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and always lively. Initial insecurities are
overcome when the young people start
dancing together.

The cornerstone of collaboration
One year earlier: Tanja Jäckel, a dance and
drama teacher at the Young Theatre in
Constance and Rachel Kessi, the managing
director of MuDa Africa, a school for
contemporary dance in Dar es Salaam,
met each other within the scope of a
networking event organised by the BKJ
and the Tanzania Youth Coalition (TYC). It
quickly became clear that they wanted to
embark on an exciting joint project that
involved bringing “their” youth groups
and dance and drama together. During a
visit to Tanzania, Tanja Jäckel was given
the chance to run a workshop for students
at the dance centre. This was a perfect
opportunity for getting to know each other
and each other’s work. The cornerstone of
the collaboration was laid. Together they
decided to make SDG 4 ‘Quality Education’
the focus of their youth exchange. MuDa
Africa is the first school for contemporary
dance in Tanzania and offers young people
three years of free training. Alongside
dance and yoga, the programmes also
include IT, social media and English. The
aim of the training is to enable students to
work on their own profile and give them

Another form of education
During the joint project, the participants
did not just study the theory of SDG 4 but
also found out about the actual educational conditions in the partner country. What
are their education methods? How does
the education system in the other country
work? And above all, what does education
mean to us and how does it affect us? The
participants learnt that education enables people to improve
their political, social, cultural
More insights into practical projects
and financial situation and that
In the context of some weltwärts exchanges,
every human being has a right
films have been made that give a good imto education. While participatpression of the encounter situation and the
ing in the project, the young
cooperation.
people also received a form of
education that is not available
Book
in classrooms or lecture theatres but can only be obtained
MASIqMANE – stay in touch: Young
musicians from Germany and South Africa
through meeting other people. It
let their different ways of making music melt
made them realise that learning
together. And they make a very practical
occurs in an individual and
contribution to preserving cultural diversity.
https://vimeo.com/509835804 (English/
culturally diverse manner. All of
German)
their experiences flowed into
their joint dance theatre perforIch im Wasser, das Wasser in mir / Soy Agua
y en el Agua: Young people from Germany
mance. The project was a big
and Mexico reflect on the meaning of “clean
responsibility for the organisers
water” using dance, music and underwater
and involved a lot of work, not
photography – so they literally dive into
the subject. https://vimeo.com/503532186
least during preparation and
(Spanish/German)
follow-up. ‘This shouldn’t be underestimated,’ says Tanja Jäckel.

the chance to find work as professional
dancers. Some students such as Sisti and
Halima managed to get jobs as teachers
at the school after graduating. This not
only allows them to earn a living but also
turns them into role models for younger
students. Unfortunately, quality education
programmes like MuDa Africa are still few
and far between in Tanzania.

Everybody learns from and with each other
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Meeting people on the
other side of the world is
the craziest thing you
can do.
Amy, participant

‘The participants are made to deal with
uncertainty and consequently need plenty
of support. The intense period during the
project binds the team together but also
gives rise to conflicts that require a lot of
communication and exchanges between
the team partners. The most important
job is to make sure that the young people
identify with the project and become
aware that they are responsible for its success,’ she adds. Rachel Kessi believes that
organising international exchange projects
is always worthwhile despite the enormous
effort they require because both the young
people and the organisers will learn a lot
from them.
The shared experiences are still fresh in
the minds of the participants: the trip to
the Swiss mountains where Sisti wondered
how people could live way up there and
Halima was desperate to climb the peak
even though she was feeling tired. Then
there was the trip to an arts academy in the
Tanzanian countryside where the diversity
of cultural education surprised the young
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people from Germany almost as much as
did the dance flash mob on the beach or
the journey back on a public bus with passengers singing throughout the journey.
‘Nothing opens your eyes as much as
immersing yourself in the daily lives of
other people and being accepted by them,’
says Leon. His image of Tanzania changed
completely during his stay there. Sisti also
says that his stay in Germany had opened
his eyes to what he could achieve and
change in his own environment. He used to
think that there was no poverty in Germany
but then he saw that there were people
sleeping on the pavement. The placements
with host families certainly helped make
the exchange more than just an artistic
endeavour by offering a look behind the
scenes. Aleye is particularly impressed by
the different levels of importance people
in the two countries attach to privacy. Amy
says with certainty, ‘I cannot explain how
much the project has changed my view of
my environment, other people, dance and
my future. Meeting people on the other

side of the world is the craziest thing you
can do.’ After the final performance in Constance, when the audience gave a standing
ovation, the young people felt a huge
sense of relief and realised that they had
achieved much more than “just” a shared
performance. The aim of the project from
the outset was not merely to present
results but also to establish a connection
between the participants and to learn
from and with each other. The participants
have stayed in touch after the end of their
shared dance theatre performance and
are chatting to each other about their lives

during the Coronavirus pandemic. There
are already preliminary plans to develop
a new project on the impact of the pandemic. Tanja Jäckel says, ‘We’ve created
a process that is not tied to a single place
but one that should move on to the next
stage.’
•

Book
Video of the final performance in
October 2019 in Constance: www.
youtu.be/gR1LHjLEQC8

Chapter 3

Creating fair and lasting
global partnerships

Good partnership is a key factor in establishing
collaborations between partners from the North
and South that are as equitable and stable as
possible. It ensures that the ideas, goals and
expectations of everyone involved are taken into
account and forms the basis for more shared
projects. This is why a separate chapter has been
reserved for it. This chapter looks at issues such
as post-colonial structures and attitudes that can
affect partnerships.

3.1
3.2
3.3

Creating fair and lasting global partnerships

Global partnerships in a post-colonial context
Making a partnership fair
Partnerships as a political objective
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I nterview: making room for encounters, Susanne Rehm,
LKJ Baden-Württemberg, and Lenin Kazoba, Tanzania Youth Coalition
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3.1 Global partnerships in a
post-colonial context

Creating equal partnerships between organisations from the Global South
and the Global North is often very difficult. While this may be due to individual
attitudes and behaviour, in many cases, it is the result of globally persisting
post-colonial structures.
Post-colonial research examines the socio-cultural impact of colonialism on
current (power) relationships, mentalities and structures (cf. Castro Varela/
Dhawan 2020 and Streit 2014). It asks whether it is possible to imagine and refer
to something as ‘global’ without invoking imperial perspectives and privileges.
The prevailing opinion is that colonial continuities still permeate every level of
international relations and have certainly not been eliminated.
Collaborations between organisations from countries in the Global South and
the Global North are therefore often agreed on the premises and expectations of
the Global North. This may be due to the fact that organisations from the North
pursue specific development or youth-related goals or because the project is
financed by funds from the Global North which are granted in accordance with
the guidelines that apply there. This form of collaboration reproduces and entrenches structures that are rooted in the colonial era and in the global balance
of power that has resulted from it.
Global partnerships within the scope of international youth work are subject to
conditions that make it difficult for organisers to deal with each other on an equal
footing and free from hierarchies. This problem is made particularly evident by
the fact that such exchanges and projects are almost exclusively funded by the
German or northern side. There are many more examples of post-colonial structures that affect the relationships between the partners and influence the course
of a project: refused visa applications, financial management carried out by the
German partners alone and the funding bodies’ resulting mistrust of organisations from the Global South that is reflected in this. Quality criteria and tools
developed and imposed by the German side with the intention to measure the
success of global partnerships can structurally prevent equality. These criteria
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and tools are usually defined unilaterally by the funding bodies and often relate
little to the situation in the partner countries.
One of the ways in which continuing post-colonial structures can manifest themselves in cultural education is by global partnerships being based on a German
understanding of education (Bildung) and youth and cultural work. This may be
perpetuated by professionals in Germany who are tied to “their” educational
methods and European-influenced ideas of what constitutes arts and culture
and consider them – consciously or unconsciously – as a “common” basis. This
approach may also be a requirement of the funding criteria. This situation and
unilateral funding combined often force the German partners to take on overall
responsibility, which creates a distinct hierarchy that makes establishing honest
and truly equal partnerships more difficult.
Other factors that affect relationships are learned stereotypes and a lack of
contextual knowledge. Sound knowledge of the geographical, social and cultural
context and the structures and practices of (cultural) youth work in the partner
country should form the basis of every collaboration on both sides (cf. Hampel
2015: 263). The often unconscious habit of regarding “the familiar” as correct
and so implicitly downgrading “the other” is based on a Eurocentric way of thinking that can be attributed to former colonial power relations.

Addressing the issue of power relations
All global partnerships operate within a post-colonial context. Truly equal partnerships will always remain a goal that cannot be fully achieved despite the best
intentions and intense efforts. Even if it were possible to overcome the partly
subconscious adoption of paternalistic roles and Eurocentric routines, overarching global structures that are virtually impossible to change at individual level will
continue to have an effect.
However, it is possible to create such partnerships: ensuring transparent communication and an honest discussion about privileges, inequalities and power
hierarchies and addressing them internally and externally are important steps in
this direction. These power relations can be made tangible and visible by jointly
reflecting on post-colonial conditions and their impact on working methods
and discussing their meaning in the project (cf. Zinsmaier 2019: 8). This not only
helps strengthen the bonds within the partnership but also – if the results of the
debates and project are published – allows the public to take a look behind the
scenes of global power relations and so assess their own attitudes.

3.1 Global partnerships in a post-colonial context
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3.2 Making a partnership fair
Post-colonialism
Post-colonial research conducted in the field of humanities examines
persisting global power structures that can be traced back to the colonial era from different angles. The different lines of research generally come to the same conclusion, that is, the effects of colonisation
can be felt in three ways until today:
•

At material level, e.g. in the form of trade agreements that primarily

•

At conceptual level since most people are shaped by an

benefit countries in the Global North,
institutional system that started in the colonial countries and whose
origins are built on hierarchies, inequalities and racism,
•

At cultural level, e.g., through the use of certain languages,
symbols, architecture, etc.

From a post-colonial perspective, it is important that we do not ignore
the history that shaped our present and that we discuss the resulting
privileges or discrimination at systemic level. This involves questioning prevailing mindsets and categories so as not to individualise and
hence trivialise inequality and racism, for example. This realisation is
not seen as the ultimate goal but as a process that continues for as
long as there is a worldwide imbalance of power.

Book
Post-Colonial Studies. The Key Concepts: by Bill Ashcroft, Gareth
Griffiths and Helen Tiffin (2013).
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Fair and lasting partnerships between organisations from the North and South
rely very much on a common understanding of the respective work approaches
and the provision of adequate room for the involvement and interests of all stakeholders. This also applies to the resources provided by the two partners and the
added value that they can derive from their joint activities for themselves and for
their target groups. The aim of organising partnerships that are as fair as possible
should be considered at several levels:
• at strategic and organisational level,
• at group leader level with regard to the collaboration on the ground,
• at the young participants’ level.
Some of these factors set the framework and limits for working in partnership
and others are the cornerstones for gradually building mutual trust.
‘Reflecting on Partnerships’, a publication by the Association of One World
Regional Networks (agl) in Germany in 2020, lists specific questions that can help
practitioners think of collaborations with organisations from the Global South respectively the Global North as fair partnerships from the outset or systematically
improve existing partnerships to give them a lasting and sustainable foundation.
The answers to the questions can also reveal aspects of the collaboration where
the two sides do not (yet) work in true partnership. This useful list of questions
combined with the results of a BKJ survey of associations from North and South
that ran weltwärts exchanges should provide plenty of inspiration for successful
partnerships in the context of international youth exchanges.

3.2 Making a partnership fair
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The foundations of good partnership:
attitudes, expectations, starting points and goals

Transparency and successful collaborations are
based on effective communication

Effective and fair collaborations should be based on certain attitudes and values
that are shared by both sides. They include the willingness to support each other,
patience, mutual respect (e.g. respecting different priorities set by the partner)
and the ability to accept differences. Representatives of organisations should ask
themselves the following questions to remind themselves (again) of the starting
points of their partnerships and their underlying ideas and expectations:
• Why did we start working together? Who was behind the initiative
and ideas for the collaboration and specific projects?
• What are the expectations of and motivations for the partnership?
Is it possible to meet these expectations?
• Are there common or jointly agreed goals, e.g. are there common principles of
collaboration with regard to each partner’s youth work?
• Are there similar target groups on both sides?

Effective and transparent communication that leaves room for solving conflicts
and misunderstandings is essential to all aspects of a fair partnership. It is
perhaps the most easily realised and yet the most sensitive aspect of any collaboration and should always be given priority:
• Do both partners try their best to ensure respectful communication?
• Do they listen to each other openly and patiently and do they maintain a
steady and mutual stream of communication about their joint project?
• Are there any agreements regarding the form and frequency of communication between organisers, group leaders and all other participants?
• Do both sides regularly reflect on the issue of communication together and
separately?
• How do the partners deal with communication in case of problems or
conflicts? How are conflicts resolved?

The foundations of collaborative youth work:
e
 ducational concepts
The partners should discuss their underlying educational concepts and (educational) goals for the young participants in detail before embarking on an international youth exchange. The educational methods and goals of partners from
the Global South are often not adequately taken into account because funding is
usually provided by the German side alone and comes with specific guidelines.
Questions relating to the partnership may include the following:
• Is there a common or similar understanding of international youth work or
cultural education? Are the two partners from similar educational sectors or
similar artistic disciplines?
• Do they have a common understanding of the educational approaches,
methods and goals that are most relevant to youth exchanges? Have they
discussed them?
• If not, how can they reach and realise a common understanding?
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Practical questions
• Do both partner organisations have equal access to (digital) communication
channels? Are they trying to provide equal access as much as possible?
• Have they agreed on a common language of communication?
Do the “key players” speak this language to a reasonable standard?
• Do the young people from the two countries have similar language skills?
• Will lacking language skills and differences in language skill levels be
addressed through the use of interpreters or language animation?

Joint decisions during project planning
Co-determination should be a fundamental principle with respect to participants
as well as collaborations with partner organisations. Essentially, this means equal
participation in (every important) decision:
• How are decision-making processes organised in general and in each
organisation? Do they allow the other side to participate?
• Is there equal participation in the preparation of project applications, e.g. with
regard to content, goals and general conditions that ensure that the goals and
interests of each partner are taken into account? Are project applications to
the funding bodies made jointly? Are both partners included in the contract? If
not, will additional joint agreements between the partners be made orally or in
writing?

3.2 Making a partnership fair
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• Is there an agreed allocation of tasks and responsibilities that takes account
of different approaches to organisational matters and different concepts of
time, hierarchies, participation and planning flexibility?
• Is there a common understanding of participation with regard to the
(youth) participants and is there any agreement on the relevance and form
of participation?

Maximum financial transparency
Money and finance are (often unintentionally) one of the main issues of most international partnerships. This is due to the fact that funds mostly come from the
German side and have to be managed by the German partner in accordance with
German funding legislation. This creates a power imbalance and places the German host organisation into a “sandwich” position as both recipient and manager
of funds. Maximum transparency is the only way to counteract this:
• Are finances handled transparently and honestly? Do the two partners
talk to each other about financial matters? Who gets insights into financial
matters?
• Do the partners talk about inequalities regarding the administration of
funds (e.g. the channelling and monitoring of project funds by the German
partner in accordance with German practices)? Are the two sides proactively
seeking a way of dealing with this problem together? How will they deal with
unresolvable contradictions?
• How do they deal with the fact that organisations and young people from
Germany often have more resources and money than organisations and young
people from the Global South?

• Is Germany’s contribution to global inequality and to inequality within the
project being discussed within the partnership (visa regulations, cash flows,
funding guidelines, administrative requirements, etc.)? How are the resulting
imbalances dealt with?
• Are post-colonial views being discussed? Is there space to raise awareness of
potential stereotypes and clichés and to eliminate them on both sides?

Book
Reflecting Partnerships – a questionnaire for associations active in
international partnerships with partner organisations from the so-called
Global South: ed. by the Association of One World Regional Networks in
Germany (agl). German/English edition (2020). https://agl-einewelt.de/
wp-content/uploads/2020/09/agl_Dokumente_22_Fragenkatalog.pdf
Also available in German/French and German/Spanish.

Internal Partnership Agreements
As it is often the German side of global youth exchanges that signs
funding contracts and manages the administration of the project, the
partner organisations abroad are often little involved in the official
processes. As a result, the two partner organisations would do well
to enter into an agreement that defines the allocation of tasks and responsibilities, etc. This written agreement should be drafted jointly to
give all partners at least a modicum of participation in contractual arrangements and administrative questions. In many countries, associations are accountable to their government or public administration
and so may benefit from being able to present such agreements.

Addressing power asymmetries caused by
p
 ost-colonial conditions
Partner organisations from North and South have limited influence over the
global conditions that can lead to (greater) imbalances beyond the project collaboration and funding. For good collaborations, it is essential to see things from
the other side:
• Who holds most of the power within the partnership? Do both partners speak
openly about issues of power and power relations? Are they thinking about
how power could be better distributed within the partnership?
• Do the partners together reflect on post-colonial conditions and their effects
on their collaboration?
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3.3 Partnerships as a
political objective

arrow-circle-right According to the BKJ, one of the urgent
issues on the political agenda is the initiation
of truly collaborative discussions about youth
policies, structures and programmes between

Young people from all continents are becoming more and more globally aware. In
many countries in the Global South, young people, who make up the vast majority of the population, play an important role in developmental and social progress
despite their age group being completely underrepresented in most parliaments.
Young people want to take matters relating to their own (better) future into their
own hands as much as possible. The order of the day in international collaborations is therefore to take a look at young people and their future and success in
life whatever country they live in. It is particularly important to give young people
from anywhere in the world an active voice and the opportunity to participate
and exchange ideas about how each one of them can contribute to positive
social change and so improve their own future.
In order to support young people in this as much as possible, youth work, youth
education and youth policy worldwide have to abandon an outdated, not particularly fair concept of collaboration. Official youth policy makers and civil society
organisations for youth, culture and education, from international to local level,
all have to play a part in this.

Leaving outdated perspectives behind
As described in this practical guide, partner organisations engaged in international youth exchanges can do much to make their collaborations as fair as
possible and ensure participation at project level but they will ultimately come up
against structural limitations. At this point, youth policy makers in the countries
involved are called upon to create progressive general conditions for youth work,
youth education and youth exchanges. It is important to work together with the
ministries in charge of youth affairs in the countries of the Global South to make
a paradigm shift away from a “traditional” development approach towards collaborative youth work partnerships. This great challenge cannot be met by funding
programmes alone, which while providing an important opportunity for young
people to share their ideas on a practical level, are for the most part initiated
unilaterally by the Global North.
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Germany and interested partner countries in
the Global South.

German Child and Youth Services Act as a model
Apart from the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development, youth
policy experts and the makers of the foreign cultural and educational policy (AKBP)
should also be included in the reshaping of collaborations with these countries.
Development policy experts and representatives of the foreign cultural and educational policy can use the methodologies behind German youth policy as inspiration.
The German Child and Youth Services Act (KJHG) effective at all government levels,
has a proven and rigorously implemented concept of collaborative partnerships
whose principles and experience can also be applied to the organisation of international collaborations. Subsidiarity and the obligation of official and civil society
youth work structures to work in partnership are firmly established in the KJHG.
This makes collaborative partnerships based on participation opportunities for
young people transparent and enforceable. On this basis, those involved in youth
work, youth education, youth and development policy, and the foreign cultural and
educational policy in Germany should get together to discuss their collective role in
reshaping international youth policy along the lines of sustainable global development. They could also redefine their responsibilities and, in consultation with their
counterparts in the partner countries, take a progressive stance with a common
overarching concept.

3.3 Partnerships as a political objective
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Interview

Partnerships in practice as the basis for
a new form of collective youth work

Making room for
encounters

Many organisations have already implemented a specific collaborative attitude
towards international youth exchanges. Young people, in particular, are looking
for fair partnerships and want to practise them themselves. It is perfectly clear to
most stakeholders that international youth exchanges should not be unilaterally
based on the interests of the organisations or the young people from Germany.

In conversation with Susanne Rehm and Lenin Kazoba

The growing number of personal meetings between young people with very
different life experiences, facilitated, for instance, through funding schemes
such as Teams up!, are a major factor in reshaping international youth policy. It
can offer new perspectives and has the potential to create the foundations for
lasting collaborations between youth work partners in Germany and countries
in the Global South. The purpose and commitment of youth policy cooperation
with these countries is to support the structural basis of these projects and
partnerships and to place them on a solid basis through the right general funding
policy conditions. This type of political framework is the only way to ensure that
projects initiated with the aid of Teams up! funds, for instance, have a lasting
social impact in Germany and the Global South that goes beyond the group of
participants and the organisations involved. There is a common challenge facing
government officials and members of civil society who are involved in youth,
development and (foreign) cultural and educational policy in Germany and the
partner countries in the Global South:

arrow-circle-right It is important both to ensure that processes and insights emerging at grassroots
level can be brought to fruition and to create
the political framework for joint international
youth work through a fair debate based on
partnership.
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Susanne Rehm from the LKJ Baden-Württemberg
and Lenin Kazoba from the Tanzania Youth Coalition
planned and ran a weltwärts exchange together.
In the interview, they explain what was important
to them.

What are your personal reasons for organising international youth exchanges?
Lenin Kazoba: The person I am today, the
things I believe in, my strengths, my social
commitment and my professional responsibilities have all been defined by my own
exchange experience when I was young.
I want other young people in Tanzania to
have the same chance.
Susanne Rehm: I am convinced that immersing
yourself in another culture and getting to
know the country and its people, its conventions, manners, customs and everyday
life is an extremely important experience.
Seeing different ideas, lives and the world
and appreciating them for what they are
is, in my opinion, an important experience
that comes alive in an international youth
exchange.

Making room for encounters

What is important during the preparation
phase of international youth exchanges?
Susanne Rehm: Intercultural training is an essential prerequisite for international youth
exchanges. A major part of this involves
becoming aware of one’s own actions and
habits. As project partners, we also talked
to each other about content and defined
common goals beforehand but kept the
responsibility to organise the exchange by
the two partners themselves.
Lenin Kazoba: We were lucky to have a trainer
during our preparation phase who knew
both German and Tanzanian culture at
native speaker level. This made a big
difference to both sides. Cultural, linguistic
and context-related understanding is
vitally important. However, this meant that
high-quality preparation here in Tanzania
also had to be funded to enable us to
involve and pay qualified trainers during
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We noticed that the SDGs were not fully
accepted by young people in Germany or that
they saw them as a purely African problem.
Lenin Kazoba

communities and move away
from the global abstract format
in which it is formulated.
that they derived from SDG 9 “Industry, InSusanne Rehm: The time before the
novation and Infrastructure”. For two weeks
application was the most intense
each, the documentary film enthusiasts met
period for us because we had
in 2019, first in Stuttgart and then in Dar es
very detailed discussions to
Salaam, to learn about editing, shooting and
sound, global sustainability goals and to get
decide what our goals were, how
to know each other.
we planned to achieve them,
what our educational aspirations
Book
were, what role the involvement
of the participants played for
Documenting innovation –
us, etc. The BKJ’s network event
a weltwärts Begegnungen project:
https://youtu.be/dFCS5t4YwkE
was very useful for us as project
leaders during the preparation
phase because it allowed us
to meet face-to-face and work
with a very clear focus. We were
the preparation phase and later during the
also meeting other people there who were
actual encounter. It is also important to
planning similar projects, and you always
break down the chosen SDG into develcome across something that you hadn’t
opment goals that are accessible to local
even thought of.

What should the partners discuss
before an exchange? What is important
for successful collaborations?
Susanne Rehm: It’s important that you have a
subject that you can work on together and
that the project partners have agreed on
the interpersonal and intercultural goals.
Those are the two main strands along
which you can develop and organise such
programmes very easily. Apart from that,
as project partners we also agreed that
we would develop as much material as
possible together with the participants and
let them make their own decisions. This
required a great deal of flexibility of us.
Lenin Kazoba: The Tanzania Youth Coalition
had been working on many aspects of the
implementation of the SDGs before they
were even designated as SDGs by the United Nations. We noticed that the SDGs were
not fully accepted by young people in
Germany or that they saw them as a purely
African problem. There is a controversial
debate in Africa about the fact that the
SDGs still perpetuate the imbalanced view
and the “them and us” of the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) that preceded
them. The different perspectives of the
SDG that we were exploring were also evident during the project. However, thanks
to the setup that we planned together,
the young people were able to abandon
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Making room for encounters

Young documentary film enthusiasts from
Tanzania and Germany made their first own
films together. They deal with the development of sustainable transport concepts, second-hand clothing and solution concepts
for dealing with plastic waste – all topics

stereotypical ideas about each other and
the SDG.
Susanne Rehm: It’s also essential that you get a
project up and running together, that each
partner assumes part of the responsibility
for the project and that this is also made
clear to the participants. Local decision-
making powers and organisational responsibility lie with the respective local partner.

Were there any organisational difficulties?
Susanne Rehm: One subject that is actually
very sensitive is funding. Usually, the majority of the funds and in some projects all
the funds come from Germany, especially
for projects between Germany and countries in the Global South. This means that
you have a dual role. You have to work in
partnership with your partner organisation
in the other country and you are also the
main party responsible to the funding
bodies. And so you sometimes have to
step out of your role as a partner and clarify the rules. You essentially have to talk
with two different tongues. For that you
need a very sound common basis and also
an understanding of the way the partner
organisation manages the project.
Lenin Kazoba: Since we as the partner in the
Global South don’t have the money for
local expenses at our disposal and are
not allowed to manage the funds for the
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It’s essential that you get a project up and running
together, that each partner assumes part of the
responsibility for the project and that this is also
made clear to the participants.
Susanne Rehm

exchange here, it is questionable whether
the weltwärts fund [Now: Teams up! fund]
really matches its own ambition of treating
both sides equally.

What is important during the
first meeting of the youth groups?
Susanne Rehm: The group formation process
takes a little time at first. You should allow
plenty of opportunities in your programme
for communication and sharing ideas.
Above all, you have to bring the participants together in new constellations again
and again. We realised that people from
Germany and Tanzania communicate in
very different ways. The young people
from Germany sometimes expressed their
opinions and attitudes with a great deal
of self-confidence and were also ready to
criticise. In Tanzania, it is very uncommon
for young people to communicate like that
or make contributions when they’re in a
large group. It’s important to be sensitive
to the different ways in which people communicate and judge things.
What happens in case of conflicts during
the exchanges that may also be due to
different cultural experiences?
Susanne Rehm: When we as the intercultural
team get the feeling that the conflicts are
caused by different opinions that stem
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from the culture, religion or concepts
of roles and gender, it makes sense to
raise these matters again among the
group. We would try to highlight different
perspectives of the specific situation in the
group so that participants can have a new
learning experience.
Lenin Kazoba: The biggest challenges were
actually at the level of the group leaders
and pedagogical multipliers. We discussed
them and, if necessary, asked for clarification. We dealt with any resulting questions
politely and always sought clarity rather
than conflict. The young people themselves got on well together very quickly.
They met any challengers with self-confidence and dealt with them on the spot.

Does the return visit involve
a role reversal?
Susanne Rehm: Yes, that was something that
we looked at very closely with some of
the German participants at one point or
another during the second meeting. They
felt that something had changed within
the group and that they could no longer be
in charge of things they were happy to look
after in Germany because they were simply
not able to communicate with people in
Tanzania. Many people in Tanzania can’t
speak English. This meant that the team
member who was able to speak Swahili al-

ways made the first contact. This changed
the roles in the groups once more.

What can follow-ups do to make sure that
projects are ultimately sustainable?
Lenin Kazoba: We hope that the participants
will act as multipliers in their own communities afterwards. Unfortunately, we have
very little influence on whether they will
take on this role. Follow-ups and alumni
work should be given more priority and
that should be reflected in the funding.
Susanne Rehm: A good follow-up should
definitely enable organisations to obtain
feedback. You get plenty of suggestions
from the young people because they are
very good at expressing what they liked
and didn’t like and you can apply these
suggestions to future exchanges. So, for
our next exchange, we want to invite former participants to the preparation meet-

Making room for encounters

ing because young adults accept feedback
from other young adults in a completely
different way.

And finally, on the basis of your experience, what should you look out for when
developing funding programmes for
international exchanges?
Lenin Kazoba: Funding bodies should realise
that young people and non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) in countries like
Tanzania do not receive any financial
support from the government that would
be comparable to money available to
young people and NGOs in Germany. Civil
society organisations in Germany often
also receive structural support while here
we have to survive purely on the basis
of projects. So, it should be possible to
include all the work necessary for the
preparation, participant pre-selection and
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the discussions held before the exchanges
in the budget. It’s important to raise awareness of the fact that we have to fund the

time, tools and resources in some way to
be able to undertake such a project in the
first place.
Interview: Kathrin Köller •

Susanne Rehm is director of the Landesvereinigung Kulturelle Jugendbildung (LKJ)
Baden-Württemberg, a state-wide umbrella organisation whose tasks include organising
cultural and media-based youth education programmes and projects.
Lenin Kazoba is director of the Tanzania Youth Coalition (TYC), a non-governmental organisation that aims to give young people in Tanzania a voice in political decision-making and the
development of national youth agendas. TYC works with several German partner organisations through a variety of networks and exchange programmes.
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Nothing provides a more
intensive learning experience
than face-to-face meetings.
Exchange projects between
countries of the Global South
and the Global North give
young people the opportunity
to directly experience and
reflect on global contexts
together with their peers from
other continents. An artistic
approach provides them with
exciting and motivating access
to complex issues.
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